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Description

Background of the invention

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates to a simulation system for wearing spectacles, a simulation device for wearing spectacles
and a simulation program for wearing spectacles, particularly to a simulation technique for wearing spectacles in order
to provide someone wearing spectacles with experience of an eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing
spectacles.

Description of Related Art

[0002] Normally, when a wearing person wears spectacles, the eye looks smaller in case of a lens for myopia, and
the eye looks larger in case of a lens for hyperopia, owing to refraction by a spectacle lens. In a simulation device for
wearing spectacles before a conventional art, regarding a synthesized-image, the refraction by the lens was not sufficiently
taken in consideration. Thus, regarding eye image’s size capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles, even
if the simulation is performed, there is a possibility that the simulation result reflected with effects of an actual spectacle
lens can not be obtained.
[0003] To the situation before a conventional art, a technique is known, based on a method of taking a statistic image
of client’s face without a spectacle frame by a video camera etc and then synthesizing the image with a previously
recorded spectacle frame image and displaying it (for example, see document 1). Specifically, as shown in specification
[0012], Fig.4 and Fig.5 in document 1, in the spectacle lens with an object side surface (called "front surface" thereafter)
and an eye side surface (called "back surface" thereafter), a distance between a center of thickness and a characteristic
point of the eye’s outline, and lens power, are taken into consideration when the simulation is performed.

[Prior art document]

[Patent document]

[0004] [Patent document 1] Japanese Laid document 1994-139318. US 6 142 628 A discloses an eyeglasses try-on
simulation system. WO 00/16683 A1 discloses an interactive eyewear selection system. The system calculates the lens
curvatures and corresponding distortion on the naked eye are. EP 1 136 869 A1 discloses an eyeglass frame selecting
system. US 2003/156125 A1 discloses a method for visualising the appearance of a spectacles wearer as it would be
perceived by another person.

[Summary of the invention]

[0005] As a spectacle lens, other than a monofocal lens with a conventional spherical surface or toric surface (simply
called "spherical lens" thereafter), an aspherical monofocal lens and a progressive lens of changing the power, can be
given for example. Furthermore, in these days, it is appeared something called as a personalized lens in which a different
shape surface is used according to a personalized parameter for each patient even if the lens power is same. In the
lens including the complex surfaces (about the said lens and a lens other than the "spherical lens", simply called "as-
pherical lens" thereafter), a trace of incident light from the front surface and exiting light from the back surface, is greatly
different from that in the spherical lens.
[0006] When the patients get check the eye at a spectacle shop, decide a frame and wear an actually made spectacle,
it is ideal to confirm their look of face including the scaling of the eye. In addition, deformation of the image within the
frame has to be reappearance precisely, as reflecting with a personalized designed surface based on a specific value
of a prescribed power and a lens position etc.
[0007] Furthermore, a series of the process has to be completed possibly in a short minute in order not to get the
patients to wait for a long time.
[0008] However, there are a lot of problems for satisfying the said requests. In particular, there are two following
problems.
[0009] One is a problem about "increasing an amount of information". In the first place, as a method of precisely
reappearing deformation of the image within the frame, for all pixels, a position (a position of a former image) that a light
ray passing through position on the frame crosses with the face (around the eye) has to be calculated by skew ray trace.
The ray trace for an aspherical surface is required for a lot of calculation, thus when we do it for all pixels, a lot of
calculating time is needed.
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[0010] Of course, when we have an actual spectacle lens (aspherical lens) satisfying all the prescribed values of the
patient, the client can try it at the spectacle shop etc, and then confirm the scaling of the eye actually. However, in the
aspherical lens, an optical surface shape is determined according to the prescription of the patient. Namely, the spectacle
lens is manufactured based on an order-made (custom-made) of the wearer and is reflected with the prescription of
each wearer. Thus, the surface shape of the aspherical lens is so complex shape. Therefore, it is not realistic that the
aspherical lens including the greatly complex shape is manufactured just for trying to wear.
[0011] Furthermore, it is considered that eye scaling is simulated based on a surface shape data of the aspherical
lens. However, as described above, the surface shape of the aspherical lens is so complex. That causes greatly increasing
of the surface shape data. Therefore, a spectacle lens manufacturer has to prepare enormous quantities of the data for
just simulation of the eye scaling. Furthermore, a situation that the spectacle lens shop has to treat the enormous data,
is considered. In conclusion, a burden increases for not only the spectacle lens manufacturer but also the spectacle lens
shop.
[0012] Another one is a problem about "a risk of leaking technical information". In the first place, in order to make the
ray trace possible, a precise surface shape data has to be obtained. This data includes technical information of a maker,
therefore we have to prevent the technical information from leaking. When calculation of the scaling of the eye is performed
by a server of the spectacle lens manufacture maker, the spectacle lens manufacture maker can take care of preventing
the technical information from leaking by itself. However, when calculation of the scaling of the eye is performed by a
PC in the spectacle shop or a server of an outsourcing network service company, there is a risk of leaking a detail surface
data of the aspherical lens, being a core of the technical information, from the PC or server. Therefore, the spectacle
lens manufacturing maker has to prepare a system like a safety net for taking care of the said case.
[0013] Note that, in a conventional simulation method based on a monofocal lens, there is a possibility that deformation
of shape around the eye within the frame capable of being observed in time of wearing the spectacle lens with the
aspherical surface can not be precisely simulated. As described in patent document 1, in a method based on a near
axis ray trace, the eye image is made enlarged or small according to a regular scaling factor. We have to say that it is
greatly different from the fact. Even if in the spherical lens, as shown by the presence of a distortion astigmatism, a
scaling factor around an optical axis and a scaling factor of the lens surrounding portion are different from each other
and are not regular.
[0014] Therefore, in a conventional simulation method based on the spherical lens, there is a possibility that the scaling
of eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing the spectacle lens with the aspherical surface (called "scaling
of the eye image" thereafter) can not be precisely simulated.
[0015] Deterioration of the simulation accuracy causes an affair that, when the third person looks at a wearer, the
wearer’s eye looks larger (or smaller) than the wearer’s eye image simulated at the spectacle shop. Thus, it causes a
result different from an expecting look of the wearer, and in some cases, it causes an affair of deterioration of the look.
Furthermore, the wearer has complaints to the spectacle shop and the spectacle lens manufacturer. Therefore, there
is a possibility that the spectacle shop and the spectacle lens manufacturer can not obtain an enough customer satis-
faction.
[0016] Thus, an object of the present invention is to provide a simulation system for wearing spectacles, a simulation
device for wearing spectacles and a simulation program for wearing spectacles, capable of comparatively simply realizing
a precise simulation of the eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles with the aspherical shape
and reducing a possibility of leaking the spectacle lens information. Claim 1 defines a simulation system according to
the main embodiment of the invention. Claim 9 defines a simulation program according to the main embodiment of the
invention. Additional embodiments are defined in the dependent claims.

[Means for solving the object]

[0017] Under a situation that we have to take care of providing a customized spectacle lens for each of the wearer,
complicating the optical surface shape by applying the aspherical surface to the spectacle lens and increasing the data
related to the aspherical surface of the optical surface of the spectacle lens, the inventors greatly researched about a
way of getting the customer’s satisfaction, to thereby confront the said problem with no one confronted. Then, the
inventors examined the simulation of the scaling of the eye image in the aspherical lens. Therefore, the inventors
conceived a method capable of simulating the scaling of the eye image by calculating an aspherical component parameter,
without the detail surface shape of the aspherical lens.
[0018] Specifically, as described above, when the inventors examine a method of calculating the eye’s scaling effect
in the aspherical lens in a short time, providing the eye’s scaling effect to the wearer, and letting the wearer check the
eye’s scaling effect, without the aspherical shape data, the inventors conceived that "the eye’s scaling effect in the
spectacle lens is calculated by a scaling parameter". Furthermore, the inventors conceived that the scaling parameter
can be shown as the aspherical component parameter, and that the aspherical component parameter can be shown by
"origination information" and "gradient information" for example. In addition, the inventors conceived that "the scaling
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parameter in the aspherical lens can be resolved into a component caused by the based spherical lens and a component
caused by the aspherical effect". The scaling parameter by the spherical lens ("a spherical component parameter") can
be calculated by a method of the ray trace etc. On the other hand, the scaling parameter by the aspherical effect ("a
correcting component parameter") can be calculated by a method of for example being pre-provided by the maker before.
Based on that, the inventors also conceived a method of precisely calculating the scaling of the eye image from the
correcting component parameter obtained by a method of for example being pre-provided by the maker before, in addition
to the spherical component parameter obtained comparatively easily. Namely, the inventors also conceived a method
of making it possible to simulate the scaling of the eye image with just the spherical component parameter and the
correcting component parameter for correcting the spherical component parameter, even if the detail surface data of
the aspherical lens is unknown.
[0019] As described below, the present invention is conceived based on the said new idea by the inventor.
[0020] One embodiment of the present invention is a simulation system for wearing spectacles, providing wearer with
simulated-experience of an eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles, comprising,
a simulation image generating means of generating a simulation image reflected with an scaling of the eye image capable
of being observed in time of wearing spectacles, based on aspherical component parameter being a basis of the scaling
of the eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles with at least one of optical surfaces aspherical.
[0021] Another embodiment is a simulation device for wearing spectacles, providing wearer with simulated-experience
of an eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles, comprising,
a simulation image generating means of generating a simulation image reflected with an scaling of the eye image capable
of being observed in time of wearing spectacles, based on aspherical component parameter being a basis of the scaling
of the eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles with at least one of optical surfaces aspherical.
[0022] Another embodiment is a simulation program for wearing spectacles, providing the wearer with simulated-
experience of an eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles, making a computer work as,
a simulation image generating means of generating a simulation image reflected with an scaling of the eye image capable
of being observed in time of wearing spectacles, based on aspherical component parameter being a basis of the scaling
of the eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles with at least one of optical surfaces aspherical.

[Effect of the invention]

[0023] The present invention can comparatively simply realize a precise simulation of the eye image capable of being
observed in time of wearing spectacles with the aspherical shape and reducing a possibility of leaking the spectacle
lens information.

[Brief Description of the drawings]

[0024]

Fig.1 is a block view, showing a constitution example of the entire simulation system for wearing spectacles of this
embodiment.
Fig.2 is a block view, showing a functional constitution example of an ordering side device in the simulation system
for wearing spectacles of this embodiment.
Fig.3 is a block view, showing a functional constitution example of an order-receiving side device in the simulation
system for wearing spectacles of this embodiment.
Fig.4 is a flow chart, showing a schematic procedure of the simulation system for wearing spectacles of this em-
bodiment.
Fig.5 is a schematic view for explaining the spherical component parameter and the correcting component parameter
of this embodiment, particularly for explaining the correcting component parameter ("origination information correct-
ing value" and "gradient information correcting value") by using the ray trace when light passes through the spectacle
lens. (a) is a X-Y plane view (cross-section view of the spectacle lens), and (b)is a Y-Z plane view (plane view of
the spectacle lens).
Fig.6 is a schematic view for explaining the spherical component parameter and the correcting component parameter
of this embodiment, particularly for explaining the situation with the spectacle lens tilted forward (a) or tilted inside
(b). (a) is a X-Y plane view (cross-section view of the spectacle lens), and (b)is a X-Z plane view (cross-section view
of the spectacle lens).
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Detailed description of the invention

[Embodiment of this invention]

[0025] Embodiment of this invention will be described in detail as below.
[0026] This embodiment with the aspherical lens used as the spectacle lens, will be described in the following sequence.

1. Constitution example of all the simulation system for wearing spectacles
2. Functional constitution example of the ordering side device
3. Functional constitution example of the order-receiving side device

A) Mechanism of the simulation
B) Each means for specifically realizing the simulation

4. Procedure of the simulation
5. Simulation program
6. Method for providing simulation information for wearing spectacles
7. Effect of this embodiment
8. Modified Example

[0027] Further, as an another embodiment, [Embodiment 2](simplifying a method of calculating the correcting com-
ponent parameter), [Embodiment 3] (skipping a ray trace calculation of the spherical component parameter) and [Em-
bodiment 4](simplifying a calculation of the aspherical component parameter of both surfaces aspherical lens), will be
given.

[Embodiment 1]

<1.Constitution example of all the simulation system for wearing spectacles>

[0028] Fig.1 is a block view, showing a constitution example of the entire simulation system for wearing spectacles of
this embodiment.
[0029] In the system constitution of the figure example, a spectacle shop 1 in an ordering side of the simulation and
a simulation center 2 in a spectacle lens maker in an order-receiving side of the simulation, are connected through a
communication line 3 like an internet etc. Note that, although the figure example shows a situation of only one spectacle
shop 1, a plurality of the spectacle shops 1 are actually connected with the simulation center 2 through the communication
line 3.
[0030] The ordering side device 11 is set at the spectacle shop 1. The ordering side device 11 includes a computer
portion 11a, an operating portion 11b and a simulation image displaying portion 11c. Then, the computer portion 11a is
made of combination of CPU (Central Processing Unit), RAM (Random Access Memory), HDD (Hard Disk Drive) etc,
with a processing function as a computer. The operating portion 11b is made of keyboard, mouse and touch panel etc,
and carries out information input to the computer portion 11a. The simulation image displaying portion 11c is made of
display device and carries out image displaying according to a command from the computer portion 11a. Note that
"simulation image displaying portion 11c" is simply called "displaying portion 11c" thereafter. Thus, the computer portion
11a is connected to the communication line 3 through a not-shown router etc in the drawing, and is constituted so as to
make it possible to receive a data with other devices through the communication line 3.
[0031] Furthermore, a device 12 for measuring lens location information in front of the eye (simply called location
measuring device 12 thereafter) is connected with the ordering side device 11 at the spectacle shop 1. The location
measuring device 12 measures an actual positioning relation between at least a part of a portion forming a wearer’s eye
shape and the back surface of the spectacle lens in time of wearing the spectacle lens. Specifically, The location
measuring device 12 is for measuring information (called "lens position information" thereafter) about each with actual
distance from the spectacle lens back surface to a cornea, "tilted forward angle" and "tilted inside angle" or combination
thereof, of the spectacle lens in time of wearing the spectacle lens. Note that, for example the actual distance means a
distance d between a top point with an origination plane and the back surface crossed each other and top position of
the cornea (the distance d is called "distance d between the top points" or simply "distance d"). Note that a known device
can be used as the location measuring device 12.
[0032] The order-receiving side device 21 is set at the simulation center 2. The order-receiving side device 21 is
constituted so as to have a function as a computer. Thus, order-receiving side device 21 is connected to the communication
line 3 through a not-shown router in the drawing, to thereby make it possible to receive a data with other device (for
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example the ordering side device 11) on the communication line 3.
[0033] Furthermore, in the simulation center 2, a data recording means 77 (as described below in Fig.3) with a received
data 66 is connected to the order-receiving side device 21 through a communication line like LAN (Local Area Network)
etc. The data recording means 77 also records information capable of becoming necessary for calculating the aspherical
component parameter. For example, information about a variety or serial number of the spectacle lens and information
about the spherical component parameter and the correcting component parameter already calculated according to a
type or series number of the spectacle lens, can be given as the above information. Note that, as described below, the
order-receiving side device 21 may be connected through the communication line 3 to the data server 4 instead of the
data recording means 77.
[0034] Further, for example, "spherical component" indicates optical functions brought by the spherical lens. The
spherical component includes spherical shape and spherical element. The spherical element is described after. Note
that, "aspherical component" indicates optical functions brought by the aspherical lens. The aspherical component
includes aspherical shape and aspherical element. The aspherical element is described after.
[0035] Note that in addition to the order-receiving side device 21, a lens shape machining device, a database, a
machining device like a curve generator and a polishing machine etc, and other terminal computers etc (not shown at
all in the drawing), can be separately set at the simulation center 2.
[0036] Further, the data server 4 constituted so as to be accessed from the ordering side device 11 of the spectacle
shop 1, is set on the communication line 3. The data server 4 records and saves spectacle lens information 64.
[0037] Note that a set position of the data server 4 is not restricted. Namely, a case of making a database etc (not
shown in the drawings) serve as a data server 4 can be considered, when lens information (as described below) is
recorded, saved and accessible from the ordering side device 11.
[0038] Note that, in this specification, "user device" mainly means a device for the spectacle shop 1 side. Further,
"server device" means a device or the data server 4 for a lens manufacturing side or the simulation center 2 side, being
a network service providing side outsourced by the maker. The user device is set at the shop. And the server device is
set separately, connecting with the user device.
[0039] In the simulation system for wearing spectacles as described above, ordering the simulation is performed in
the following procedure at the spectacle shop 1.
[0040] First, at the spectacle shop 1, lens information related to someone (called "wearer" thereafter) planning to
purchase the spectacle lens and provided with simulated-experience of a situation of wearing the spectacle lens, is
obtained. For example, a lens prescription necessary for the wearer is obtained by examining the eye, and the wearer
chooses a type of the lens or refractive index. Then, the wearer chooses their favorite frame, and the wearer wears the
frame so as to fit a shape of the wearer’s face or head (pre-fitting). In this stage, it is important to precisely determine
an eye point position on a working lens of the frame. The eye point is a standard for setting the lens into the frame.
Further, in a status of the pre-fitting, lens location information of the working lens is measured.
[0041] Thereafter, a shopper operates the operating portion 11b of the ordering side device 11 and inputs a data
related to a lens shape of the spectacle frame desired by the wearer (lens shape in a plane view etc), a lens prescription
(simply called "prescription" thereafter), and lens location information etc. Thus, the computer portion 11a of the ordering
side device 11 transmits the input data to the order-receiving side device 21 through the communication line 3.
[0042] Thereafter, in the side of the simulation center 2, the order-receiving side device 21 receives an order from the
ordering side device 11. Thus, while the database 23 connected to the order-receiving side device 21 is referred, in the
order-receiving side device 21, the correcting component parameter required for determining a shape of the optical
surface of the spectacle lens is calculated, and finally the aspherical component parameter is calculated. On a basis of
the aspherical component parameter, the simulation image reflected with "scaling of the eye image", is generated.
[0043] Thereafter, the simulation image is transmitted to the spectacle shop 1, and finally the image is displayed on
the displaying portion 11c. It gives the wearer simulated-experience of the eye image capable of being observed in time
of wearing the spectacles.
[0044] Note that, although an image capable of displaying mainly on the displaying portion 11c is taken in consideration
as "simulation image" in this embodiment, the scaling of the eye image may be displayed by projecting a three dimensional
stereoscopic vision. Further, although described in detail as follow, in this embodiment, multiple sample points and
multiple parts with light radiated are prepared, and "origination information" by using a result of the ray trace calculation
on the multiple part is obtained, to thereby simulate the scaling of the eye image by using the origination information.
Note that the origination information means a sample points coordinates (y, z) and an imaginary exiting origination point
coordinates (y1’, z1’) as described below in detail. Thus, it is possible to precisely reappear the scaling on each part of
the eye image, to thereby improve a simulation accuracy of the scaling of the eye image.

<2.Functional constitution example of the ordering side device>

[0045] Next, a functional constitution of the ordering side device 11 will be described.
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[0046] Fig.2 is a block view, showing a functional constitution example of an ordering side device in the simulation
system for wearing spectacles. As shown in the drawing, the computer portion 11a of the ordering side device 11 is
constituted so as to work as a data input receiving means 51, an information obtaining means 52, a control means 53,
a data correcting means 55, a simulation received order processing means 56 (simply called "received order processing
means 56" thereafter), a simulation image receiving means 57 and a data recording means 58.
[0047] As described above, in this embodiment, "lens location information" is preliminarily obtained for the ordering
side device 11 in a stage of simulating the scaling of the eye image, and then the lens location information is input to
the data input receiving means 51. Thus, even if there is not a detail data of a specific optical surface shape of the
spectacle lens, the simulation image is generated by the simulation image generating means, without the detail surface
data of the spectacle lens. The above contents are one of characteristics of this embodiment.
[0048] Note that, although described again, for example, "lens location information" indicates the tilted forward angle,
the tilted inside angle and the distance d between the top points. In summary, in a view of the plane vertical to an optical
axis direction with light incident to the spectacle lens, "lens location information" indicates information based on calculation
of a change from a position with light incident to the spectacle lens to a position with the light exited from the spectacle lens.
[0049] The data input receiving means 51 is for receiving lens information input from the operating portion 11b of the
ordering side device 11 and information input from the location measuring device 12. In some cases, as the spectacle
shop 1 accesses the data server 4 as necessary, information required for calculating the aspherical component parameter
later, may be obtained, then the obtained information may be input to the data input receiving means 51.
[0050] Note that the lens information input from the operating portion 11b comprises lens designated information 61,
layout information 62, spectacle frame information 63 and spectacle lens information 64.
[0051] The lens designated information 61 is required for identifying a spectacle lens desired for the wearer, and
specifically constituted by information for designating a spectacle lens maker and a lens serial number and a lens
prescription value etc. The prescription value is a power value with the spectacle lens treated to be adjusted for the
wearer to view environment, and specifically is a right and left eye spherical power, toric (astigmatism) power, a toric
(astigmatism) axis value, a prism power and an additional power etc. Note that the lens designated information 61 is
not limited if the lens designated information 61 can identify the lens, and may be comprised of items other than the
abovementioned items.
[0052] The layout information 62 is required for matching the lens optical center to a position of the wearer’s pupil,
and shows a fitting point (eye point) position based on the geometric center (frame center) of the spectacle frame.
Specifically, the layout information 62 comprises such an item as PD (a distance between pupils for a far view), NPD (a
distance between pupils for a near view), SEG (segment small lens position), EP (eye point) and FPD (a distance
between geometric center points).
[0053] The spectacle frame information 63 comprises such a attaching hole data (as a hole position, a hole diameter
and a hole depth) of a two point frame, such a groove data of a nyrol frame (as a groove width, a groove depth and a
attaching position data), and such an unchangeable area (or changeable area) of the nyrol frame. Of course, the spectacle
frame information 63 comprises a data required for a frame with a rim.
[0054] Then, in this embodiment, in addition to inputting the lens information from the operating portion 11b, the lens
location information is also input. As described above, a known device as the location measuring device 12 may be
used. On the other hand, the lens location information is not limited to be input from the location measuring device 12.
Namely, when pre-calculated lens location information can be used in such a case that the same wearer is examined
for previous measurement and this measurement, the data input receiving means 51 may obtain information from the
recording device on the ordering side device 11 or the data server 4 on the communication line 3 through the information
obtaining means 52. Note that the lens location information may be used without changing itself and a value of the lens
location information may be corrected somehow, and then may be used.
[0055] The information obtaining means 52 accesses the data server 4 through the communication line 3, to thereby
obtain the spectacle lens information 64 from the data server 4.
[0056] The spectacle lens information 64 indicates information other than information required for identifying the
spectacle lens desired by the wearer, being other information required for the simulation.
[0057] The control means 53 is a transfer point of a data to be communicated in the ordering side 11. Specifically, the
control means 53 has functions for communicating information received by the data input receiving means 51 to the
received order processing means 56. Further, after that the simulation image receiving means 57 receives the simulation
image of the scaling of the eye image generated in the simulation center 2, the control means 53 plays a role of
communicating the simulation image to the displaying portion 11c. Furthermore, when the scaling of the eye image is
out of an acceptable range for the wearer, the control means 53 plays a role of communicating a data corrected by the
data correcting means 55 to the received order processing means 56 again.
[0058] The data correcting means 55 is for appropriately correcting a data about lens information in such a case that
the scaling of the eye image is out of the acceptable range for the wearer. Note that, when the data correcting means
55 receives change of the data, lens information identified by data contents after changing, is obtained from the information
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obtaining means 52. And, the obtained information is input to the data input receiving means 51, and then the information
is communicated to the simulation center 2 again by the received order processing means 56 through the control means
53.
[0059] When an order content of the simulation is confirmed, the received order processing means 56 communicates
the order content, namely "lens information (lens designated information 61, layout information 62, spectacle frame
information 63 and spectacle lens information 64 etc)" and "lens location information" to the order-receiving side device
21 through the communication line 3, to thereby order the simulation. Note that, in a simulation ordering of the spectacle
lens (simply called "ordering" thereafter), when the data correcting means 55 corrects the data content, the received
order processing means 56 performs to make an order to the order-receiving side device 21 in a situation with the
deformation or correction reflected.
[0060] Although described in detail below, the simulation image receiving means 57 is for receiving the simulation
image generated in the simulation center 2. And the simulation image receiving means 57 transmits the simulation image
to the displaying portion 11c through the control means 53.
[0061] The data recording means 58 is for recording and saving an order content of the received order processing
means 56 as an ordered data 65 with relation to such an identifying data as the wearer making an order, order process
and ordered spectacle lens, as necessary. The ordered data 65 recorded and saved, comprises a data about the lens
information and the lens location information.

<3.Functional constitution example of the order-receiving side device>

[0062] Next, a functional constitution of the order-receiving side device 21 in the simulation system for wearing spec-
tacles will be described.
[0063] Fig.3 is a block view, showing a functional constitution example of a order-receiving side device 21 in the
simulation system for wearing spectacles. As shown in the figure, the computer portion 11a of the order-receiving side
device 21 is constituted so as to serve as a simulation received order processing means 71, a spherical component
parameter calculating means 72, a correcting component parameter calculating means 73, an aspherical component
parameter calculating means 74, a simulation image generating means 75 and a simulation image transmitting means 76.
[0064] A received simulation received order processing means 71 (simply called "received order processing means
71" hereafter) is for receiving the simulation by making the order-receiving side device 21 receive a content of the order-
received simulation after being fixed through the communication line 3, when contents of the order-received simulation
are fixed. Note that the contents of the order-received simulation indicates "lens information" and "lens location infor-
mation", and the "lens information" indicates such information as the lens designated information 61, the layout information
62, the spectacle frame information 63 and the spectacle lens information 64.

A) Mechanism of the simulation

[0065] As described below, first, a mechanism of the simulation in this embodiment will be described in detail. There-
after, each means for realizing the simulation will be described.
[0066] First, in this embodiment, one of the characteristics is utilizing a data of "lens location information" transmitted
from the ordering side device 11 for calculating the correcting component parameter. It is comparatively easy for the
wearer to obtain the spherical component parameter of the spectacle lens to be simulated. And, even if there is not a
detail surface shape data of the lens optical surface with such a complex shape as that of the aspherical lens, when the
correcting component parameter is obtained, it is possible to generate the simulation image by the simulation image
generating means 75, without a basis of the surface shape data of the spectacle lens. Further, in order to calculate the
correcting component parameter, the lens location information is used in this embodiment.
[0067] In this embodiment, one of the characteristics is shown as below. Based on information received in the received
order processing means 71 (particularly lens location information), the spherical component parameter is calculated by
the spherical component parameter calculating means 72, and the correcting component parameter is calculated by the
correcting component parameter calculating means 73. And, based on the spherical component parameter and the
correcting component parameter, the aspherical component parameter is calculated by the aspherical component pa-
rameter calculating means 74. And, based on the aspherical component parameter, the simulation image of the scaling
of the eye image is generated by the simulation image generating means 75. Therefore, regarding at least the scaling
of the eye image, a precise simulation can be carried out, as a detailed data of the optical surface shape of the spectacle
lens to be simulated regarding the simulation of the scaling of the eye image of the wearer.
[0068] As described below, a way to generate the simulation image of the scaling of the eye image from the spherical
component parameter and the correcting component parameter, will be described in detail by using Fig.5 and Fig.6.
[0069] Fig.5 is a schematic view for explaining the spherical component parameter and the correcting component
parameter of this embodiment, particularly for explaining the correcting component parameter ("origination information
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correcting value" and "gradient information correcting value") by using the ray trace when light passes through the
spectacle lens. Note that, an optical axis direction of the spectacle lens is set as X axis, a vertical direction being
perpendicular to X axis is set as Y axis, and a horizontal direction being perpendicular to X axis is set as Z axis. Note
that, X axis in this embodiment is in a horizontal direction and passes through a center of a pupil. Fig.5 (a) is an X-Y
plane view (cross-section view of the spectacle lens), and Fig.5 (b) is a Y-Z plane view (plane view of the spectacle
lens). Note that Fig.5 (a) shows a case of the spectacle lens (with refractive index n and a thickness at the geometric
center t) using the spherical lens with the aspherical surface on both the front surface and the back surface. However,
in this description, the spectacle lens in this drawing shows a shape similar to a spherical surface. In this case, curvature
at each of the spherical shape parts indicate r1 and r2.
[0070] Further, Fig.6 is a schematic view for explaining the spherical component parameter and the correcting com-
ponent parameter of this embodiment, particularly for explaining the situation with the spectacle lens tilted forward (a)
or tilted inside (b). (a) is a X-Y plane view (cross-section view of the spectacle lens), and (b)is a X-Z plane view (cross-
section view of the spectacle lens).
[0071] In Fig.5 (a), in a view of incident light to the spectacle lens (a direction of light is also in X axis direction and
direction of the lens thickness), incident light from a point A on the spectacle lens front surface is refracted in the spectacle
lens and then proceed. After that, light is exited from a point H on the spectacle lens back surface outside the spectacle
lens. Thereafter, light contacts a point C on the wearer face.
[0072] In a case of the aspherical lens like this embodiment, under ordinary circumstances, when the detailed optical
surface data is obtained already, a trace of light at each part of the spectacle lens can be obtained by such a way as
the ray trace. However, as described in the object of the invention, various optical surface shapes are determined
according to wearer prescription. Nevertheless, due to wasting a lot of time for the ray trace to the aspherical surface
and requiring to secure technical information of designing the aspherical surface, calculation information of scaling of
the eye image by the spectacle lens is not carried out by only the ray trace method. Thus, in a situation that the wearer
wears the spectacle lens, being aspherical lens, the simulation of the scaling of the eye image is not even examined.
To solve the problem, the inventors conceived a specified means as described below.
[0073] First, the scaling of the eye image can be obtained, provided that a distance ρ1 between the point A on which
light is incident to the spectacle lens and a standard position (for example X axis, hereinafter), and a distance ρ2 between
a part on which light contacts on the wearer’s face after light is exiting from the spectacle lens and the standard position,
are known. Then, in order to calculate the ρ2, it is required to examine, how light is refracted in the spectacle lens, namely
how an actual exiting origination H of light from the back surface (in some cases, a point B, being imaginary exiting
origination as described after in detail) is displaced from an actual incident origination A of light from the front surface
of the spectacle lens ("origination information"), and which direction light is exited from the back surface of the spectacle
lens ("gradient information").
[0074] Note that, as the "origination information", for example, coordinates of the actual incident origination A, the
actual exiting origination H and the imaginary exiting origination B, can be given. In summary, "origination information"
indicates information, being a basis of calculating a displacement from a position with light incident to the spectacle lens
to a position with light exited from the spectacle lens, in a plane view vertical to an optical axis of light incident to the
spectacle lens.
[0075] Further, "gradient information" indicates a tilt of ray when light exits from the spectacle lens, in an optical axis
direction with light incident to the spectacle lens.
[0076] The scaling of the eye image is determined by a ratio of ρ1 and ρ2 (for example ρ2/ρ1). ρ1 is a distance between
the point A on which light is incident to the spectacle lens and X axis being the standard position in a plane view vertical
to an optical axis of light incident to the spectacle lens, and ρ2 is a distance between a point C being a part on which
light contacts on the wearer face and a standard position. Provided that ρ1 has no relation with the spectacle lens shape,
the final scaling of the eye image depends on ρ2. Then, a value of ρ2 can be theoretically calculated by searching a
displacement of the point C being a part on which light contacts on the wearer face from the point H, utilizing such
information that how light is refracted in the spectacle lens, namely how much the exiting origination H from the back
surface is displaced from the point A ("origination information"), and which direction light is exited from the back surface
of the spectacle lens ("gradient information"), and how long distance between the back surface and the wearer is ("lens
location information").
[0077] Thus, "origination information" exists in order to obtain ρ1 required for calculating ρ2 in Fig. 5(a) and a distance
ρ1’ (described as below) between the imaginary point B on which light exits from the spectacle lens and the standard
position. As a specific example of the origination information, coordinates of the point A, the point B and the point H can
be given.
[0078] Then, "gradient information" exists in order to calculate a displacement of light from ρ1’ (a displacement in Y
axis direction in Fig. 5(a)) by combination of "lens location information (for example, a distance d)" to thereby obtain ρ2.
As a specific example of the gradient information, a tilt of light k (angle α) from a view of X axis can be given.
[0079] As described above, it is also one of characteristics of this embodiment that the origination information is used
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for generating the simulation image. Furthermore, the inventors conceive that the "origination information" and "gradient
information" are caused by at least two parameters of "spherical component parameter" and "correcting component
parameter".
[0080] Provided that the spectacle lens is a spherical lens, "origination information" and "gradient information" are
determined according to only "spherical component parameter". However, as described in the object of this invention
already, in a situation that the spectacle lens is not completely spherical lens, "origination information" and "gradient
information" do not depend on only "spherical component parameter". Specifically, the coordinates of the point B or the
point H in a situation that the spectacle lens is not completely spherical lens, are displaced from the coordinates in a
situation that the spectacle lens is completely spherical lens. Therefore, a position of the point C is displaced and ρ2 is
also displaced.
[0081] Thus, the inventors conceived that there is some parameter (namely "correcting component parameter") for
correcting "spherical component parameter". More specifically, the inventors conceived a method of calculating "origi-
nation information after correction" by combination "origination information" according to the spherical component pa-
rameter with "origination information correcting value" according to the correcting component parameter (for example,
both are added together). In a similar way, the inventors found a method of calculating final "gradient information after
correction", being a basis of the scaling of the eye image, by combination "gradient information" according to the spherical
component parameter with "gradient information correcting value" according to the correcting component parameter.
Therefore, the inventors conceived that, by "origination information after correction", "gradient information after correction"
and "actual positioning relation (namely lens location information, for example distance d)", final ρ2 based on the scaling
of the eye image can be calculated on such an accuracy that the simulation of the scaling of the eye image can be
precisely performed without the aspherical shape data in detail.
[0082] Thus, "aspherical component parameter" comprises "origination information after correction" and "gradient
information after correction".
[0083] Note that "spherical component parameter" comprises "origination information" and "gradient information". And,
these "origination information" and "gradient information" are caused by the spherical element of the spectacle lens.
This "spherical element" indicates at least one of predetermined spherical power and astigmatism in a lens formed by
spherical surface or toric surface. As one example is given, there are a spherical surface shape, spherical power and
astigmatism etc. In addition, it is preferable to generate the simulation image based on a prism power. This is because,
in the simulation image generating means 75, in addition to scaling of the eye image caused in a situation of wearing
the spectacle lens by the wearer, movement of the eye image within the spectacle lens frame can be reflected, to thereby
make it possible to make the wearer get the scaling of the eye image simulated experience with reality.
[0084] Meanwhile, "correcting component parameter" comprises "origination information correcting value" and "gra-
dient information correcting value". And, these "origination information correcting value" and "gradient information cor-
recting value" are caused by the aspherical element of the spectacle lens. This "aspherical element" indicates a com-
ponent excluding the spherical element. Furthermore, "aspherical element" indicates an element being basis of a cor-
recting value added to the spherical surface. In other words, aspherical element indicates an element of the spherical
lens for realizing the spherical power and astigmatism in the aspherical lens. The element also indicates an element for
realizing the spherical power and astigmatism in the aspherical lens. As one example is given, there is an aspherical
surface shape, namely deformation (displacement from the spherical surface shape) and addition distribution etc.
[0085] Therefore, "aspherical component parameter" indicates a final parameter capable of performing the simulation
of the scaling of the eye image precisely without the detailed data of a final aspherical surface shape, for the spectacle
lens with the aspherical surface targeted for the simulation. Of course, aspherical component parameter does not have
to be finally obtained parameter, and when performing the simulation, the aspherical component parameter may be
slightly adjusted. Further, although it does not have to be described, the aspherical component parameter in this em-
bodiment is based on the origination information and the gradient information.
[0086] Then, in the aspherical component parameter calculating means 74, origination information after correction
and gradient information after correction are calculated as the aspherical component parameter, based on origination
information and gradient information, and origination information correcting value and gradient information correcting
value
[0087] Although the effects of this embodiment will be described later, one of the effects is given as follow. The effect
is that, when the spectacle shop 1 transmits such information as spherical power, astigmatism, addition and lens location
information to the simulation center 2 and then orders the simulation to the simulation center 2, the simulation center 2
may just calculate the correcting component parameter based on their information. The spherical component parameter
(namely, "origination information" and "gradient information") caused by the spherical lens, can be obtained easily by a
known art when a curve value of the spectacle lens is known. Therefore, of course, the spectacle lens being simulation
target of the wearer is not required to be manufactured actually, and the simulation of the scaling of the eye image can
be precisely performed without the shape data of the optical surface in detail.
[0088] Thereafter, a specific method for calculating "aspherical component parameter" ("origination information after
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correction" and "gradient information after correction") from "spherical component parameter" ("origination information"
and "gradient information") and "correcting component parameter" ("origination information correcting value" and "gra-
dient information correcting value"), will be described. In that time, in a viewpoint of convenience for description, the
above will be described in a situation that "origination information" is "origination coordinate". Note that, as necessary,
a coefficient may be multiplied to the origination information and other treatment may be performed.
[0089] Note that, because of carrying out the simulation of the scaling of the eye image, the point C is at least a part
of portions structuring the eye shape of the wearer in time of wearing the spectacle lens. Further, "portions structuring
the eye shape of the wearer" may comprise the eyeball itself and portions around the eyeball (for example eyelid or an
edge of the eye). Therefore, the portions may be portions structuring the eye shape when an observer looks at the
wearer wearing the spectacle lens.
[0090] Moreover, as described using Fig.5 (a), provided that the point C exists in the vicinity of a border between the
eyeball and the eyelid, and provided that in X direction the light exiting point H from the back surface of the spectacle
lens is far from the point C than imagined, there is a possibility that an error occurs as compared to the actual ρ2.
Furthermore, when the point C on which light is actually radiated to the wearer, becomes closer to the back surface of
the spectacle lens by a thick eyelid, there is also a possibility that an error occurs as compared to the actual ρ2. However,
in the present invention, the scaling of the eye image may be just simulated. Thus, such a greatly exact data as the
spectacle lens prescription is not required, and the simulation may be precisely carried out, so that the observer does
not have a strange impression for the wearer’s outlook and the wearer does not feel uncomfortable, when the observer
looks at the wearer. Therefore, the said error does not disturb the effect of the present invention (namely, precise
simulation in time of wearing the spectacle lens using the aspherical lens). Rather, it is also an useful characteristics
that the error can be accepted in this embodiment.
[0091] Note that, under ordinary circumstances, it is preferable to calculate an exact origination coordinate and then
obtain an exact ρ1 and ρ2. However, as the following method is used, the effect of this embodiment can be exhibited
without calculating the exact origination coordinate. This method will be described using Fig.5 (a).
[0092] Note that, in this embodiment, instead of measuring an actual distance between the point C and the point H in
X-axis direction on each point of the spectacle lens back surface, the distance d between the imaginary exiting origination
B and the point C on the face in X-axis direction is calculated by the following method.
[0093] The method is described as below. First, "incident position plane", being a contact plane (YZ plane) in contact
with a geometric center of the front surface of the spectacle lens, is imaged. At the same time, "origination plane", being
a contact plane (YZ plane) in contact with a geometric center of the back surface of the spectacle lens, is imagined. This
"origination plane" is away from the "incident position plane" with a distance being the spectacle lens thickness t. Then,
a cross point with light incident to the spectacle lens and the front surface of the spectacle lens is set as the point A.
Thereafter, the light is exited from the point H of the back surface of the spectacle lens, and then the light is radiated to
the point C being a part of the wearer face. In that time, a cross point with an extended line of the line connecting the
point H and the point C, and the origination plane, is set as the point B. In that time, as the distance d, a distance between
the origination plane and the top of the wearer’s eyeball is used. Thus, provided that, in a situation of wearing the
spectacle lens, a part of constituting the eye shape of the wearer includes a top of the wearer’s eyeball and exists in a
plane parallel to the origination plane, the scaling of the eye image is simulated. And, instead of the point H on which
light is exited actually from the back surface of the spectacle lens, a distance ρ1’ (namely one of the origination information)
between the point B that light is imagined to be exited from the spectacle lens and the standard position, is calculated
based on coordinates of the point B. Note that, instead of the point A on which light is actually incident to the spectacle
lens, a contact point with the incident position plane and light may be used as an imaginary incident origination.
[0094] As follow, a method for calculating the aspherical component parameter will be described specifically using a
formula.
[0095] Although a conclusion is described first, using the simulation image generation means 75, a distance ρ2 between
a part on which light is incident to the wearer and the standard position, is calculated by some formulas as described
below, in a view of a plane vertical to an optical axis direction of light incident to the spectacle lens, and then based on
the ρ2, the simulation image with the scaling of the eye image reflected, is generated.
[0096] The scaling of the eye image is determined by a positional relation with the point A(y, z) with light incident to
the front surface, and the point C(y2, z2) on the wearer’s face which light reached, in a view of a plane vertical to the
optical axis direction with light incident to the spectacle lens. What the observer sees on the point A, is actually what is
on the point C on the wearer’s face. Eye scaling power on this position means a proportion of a distance from the optical
axis (standard position), namely ρ2/ρ1. Generally, on a different part on the lens, the eye scaling power is different from
each other, therefore strictly, it may be considered that the eye scaling caused by the spectacle lens is determined by
a distribution to coordinates (incident position) of the position C with light reached on the face. This distribution is described
by a formula as the following formula (a):
[Formula 1]
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[0097] Further specifically, the distribution is described as the following formula (b)
[Formula 2] 

[0098] The formula y1’, z1’ (namely coordinates y1’(y, z), z1’(y, z), thereafter, when coordinates are indicated, sometimes
a similar method like above is used) is coordinates of exiting light origination B, being origination information of exiting
light. ky and kz are gradient information after exiting light incident to the spectacle lens from the sample point (y, z) of
the front surface of the spectacle lens, from the back surface outside the spectacle lens. ky is gradient information in y
direction of exiting light. kz is gradient information in z direction of exiting light. Although d is a distance from the point
C to the origination plane, when a convex and a concave on the face is not taken into account, d can be considered as
a distance from a top of the cornea to the lens back surface standard point (namely distance d between tops).
[0099] In this way, the scaling of the eye image by the spectacle lens can be calculated by the aspherical component
parameter constituted by the origination information y1’(y, z) and z1’(y, z), and gradient information ky(y, z) and kz(y, z),
and the lens location information in front of the eye including the distance between the tops d from the lens back surface
standard point to the top of the cornea. The lens location information in front of the eye has the tilted forward angle or
the tilted inside angle as an example. They are described thereafter.
[0100] When the spherical lens is changed to the aspherical lens in order to correct astigmatism, the origination
information and the gradient information, being the scaling of the eye image parameter, are also corrected. Thus, the
image scaling parameter can be taken into consideration, so that the image scaling parameter is separated to the
spherical component parameter being constant and capable of calculating by such a simple and speedy method as a
ray trace, and the correcting component parameter changed by asphericalizing.
[0101] First, "origination information" of "spherical component parameter" and "correcting component parameter" is
described. While a center of thickness and prism on the spectacle lens is maintained, the said (y1’, z1’) is separated to
origination information (y1s’, z1s’) of the spherical component parameter calculated in the spherical lens constituted by
using a spherical or toric surface at a representative curvature of the front surface and the back surface, and origination
information correcting value (Δy1’, Δz1’) of the correcting component parameter caused by using an aspherical surface,
and then obtained separately as shown in the following formula (c).
[Formula 3] 

[0102] Similarly, while a center of thickness and prism on the spectacle lens is maintained, ky and kz are separated
to gradient information kys and kzs of the spherical component parameter calculated in the spherical lens constituted by
using a spherical or toric surface at a representative curvature of the front surface and the back surface, and gradient
information correcting value Δky and Δkz of the correcting component parameter caused by using an aspherical surface,
and then obtained separately as shown in the following formula (d).
[Formula 4] 

[0103] To summarize above once, the spherical component parameter y1s ’(y, z), z1s ’(y, z), kys(y, z) and kzs(y, z) are
origination information and gradient information calculated in the spherical lens constituted by using a spherical or toric
surface at a representative curvature of the front surface and the back surface of the aspherical spectacle lens so that
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the center of thickness and prism are realized. And, Δy1’(y, z), Δz1’(y, z), Aky(y, z) and Δkz(y, z) are correcting value for
origination information and gradient information caused by being aspherical.
[0104] The above Δy1’, Δz1’, Δky and Δkz are obtained by the following formula (e) being spline interpolation function,
by determining a sample point (y, z) on the optical surface of the spectacle lens,
[Formula 5] 

[0105] For example, the above formula may be obtained by making two dimensions B-spline about (y, z).
[0106] Note that f indicates Δy1’, Δz1’, Δky and Δkz (namely any one of correcting component parameter), Bi(y) and
Bj(z) indicate B-spline basic function in Y and Z axis direction, Cij indicates coefficient, thus all of the sample point values
are determined so that their actual values and their interpolation values are same each other. When coefficient matrix
Cij and a sample point numerical sequence are recorded, the origination information correcting value and gradient
information correcting value in any points on the lens (y, z) can be calculated again.
[0107] Note that Δy1’ and Δz1’ are shown in the following formula (f).
[Formula 6] 

[0108] Meanwhile, Δky and Δkz are shown in the following formula (g).
[Formula 7] 

[0109] In this time, (y1s’, z1s’) is the origination information of the spherical component parameter calculated in the
spherical lens constituted by using a spherical or toric surface at a representative curvature of the front surface and the
back surface, while a center of thickness and prism on the spectacle lens is maintained.
[0110] And, kys indicates gradient information in Y axis direction caused by the spherical lens constituted by the
spherical surface or toric surface at a representative curvature, and kzs indicates gradient information in Z axis direction.
[0111] Further, ky indicates gradient information in aspherical Y axis direction caused by the aspherical lens, and kz
indicates gradient information in aspherical Z axis direction.
[0112] "Correcting component parameter" of a convex aspherical surface or progressive surface (semi-lens) with a
specific calculating method thereof, will be described as below.
[0113] First, a curvature of the back surface is determined so as to have a lens prescription assumed in time of
designing this convex surface, then constituting the lens so as to have a predetermined convex surface and a prede-
termined thickness and prism power. In this lens, the aspherical component parameter constituted by origination infor-
mation y1’(y, z) and z1’(y, z), and gradient information ky(y, z) and kz(y, z), with zero tilted-forward angle and zero tilted-
inside angle, is calculated by skew ray trace. Next, the spherical lens is constituted by substituting this aspherical surface
(or progressive surface) convex to a spherical surface with the representative curvature. In this spherical lens, origination
information y1s’(y, z) and z1s’(y, z), and gradient information kys (y, z) and kzs(y, z) of the spherical component parameter,
is calculated by the skew ray trace.
[0114] The origination information correcting value Δy1’(y, z), Δz1’(y, z), Δky(y, z) and Δkz(y, z) of the correcting com-
ponent parameter is calculated by subtracting the spherical component parameter from the aspherical component pa-
rameter.
[0115] The origination information correcting value can be obtained by using the following formula (h), derived by
changing the formula (c) to the formula (f).
[Formula 8] 
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[0116] The gradient information correcting value can be obtained by the following formula (i), derived by changing the
formula (d) to the formula (g).
[Formula 9] 

[0117] As described above, for any incident position (y, z), the origination information correcting value and the gradient
information correcting value of the correcting component parameter, can be calculated. However, all values for all points
should not be saved. Thus, only for the limited number of sample points, the origination information correcting value and
the gradient information correcting value are calculated and saved. Meanwhile, for points excluding the above limited
number of sample points, a spline interpolating method for interpolating a value by using the close sample point value,
being the above limited number of sample points, may be used. For example, such a rectangle and net-shape cross
point as y=-35, -30, -25, ...30, 35mm, z=-35, -30, -25, ...30, 35mm, is set as the sample points. Then, when a rectangle
spline is obtained, a data can be organized to the abovementioned formula (e) (namely spline interpolating function).
[0118] Note that, in this embodiment, there is a reason why the origination information and the gradient information
are separated into that of Y axis direction and that of Z axis direction. As described already, the object of the invention
is to simulate the scaling of the eye image precisely. In the spectacle lens, there are many cases that astigmatism
prescription and progressive function are added, and there are many cases of not having rotational symmetry around
an optical axis. Provided that the spectacle lens has a spherical front surface and a spherical back surface, the lens can
not be recognized as axis symmetry mathematically in a situation of having decentering and tilt. Therefore, incident
optical ray and exiting optical ray do not necessarily exist on the same plane. When the scaling of the eye image is
simulated, such an error that the wearer and the observer facing the wearer does not have uncomfortable feeling, can
be accepted. Therefore, if taken in consideration of "a calculating amount capable of be simplified" and "precise of
simulation result in some extent", as described above, it may be possible to separate the aspherical component parameter
into that of Y axis direction and that of Z axis direction (on the contrary, that of X axis direction is not taken in consideration),
then obtaining the spherical component parameter and the correcting component parameter.
[0119] Note that, as a method for adopting the sample points, as described above, "a cross point on matrix-like lattice
(for example, (y, z))" may be set, then adopting a method of constituting two dimension rectangle range spline. Meanwhile,
a cross point between a round-shape ring with an optical axis centered and radial lines may be set, then constituting
two dimension spline in "round-shape range polar coordinates (for example (ρ, θ))". Thus, in a round-shape area capable
of effectively covering an optically significant range, it is possible to calculate the correcting component parameter, and
then calculate the aspherical component parameter. Finally, it is possible to perform the simulation of the scaling of the
eye image in a round-shape area capable of effectively covering an optically significant range.
[0120] Specifically, as described in Fig 5(b), the sample points may be placed on the polar coordinates (ρ, θ), then
constituting two dimension B-spline based on the polar coordinate.
[0121] For example, such a cross point on a centrally net-shape-like radial line as ρ=0,5,10,...30,35mm and
θ=0,5,10,15,...350,355,360°, is set as the sample points, then calculating a polar coordinate spline, to thereby summarize
as the following formula (j):
[Formula 10] 

[0122] Here, f indicates any one of the correcting component parameter regarding ρ and 0. Bi (ρ) and Bj (θ) indicate
B-spline base function in a radial direction and in an orientation angle direction, Cij indicates a coefficient, and values
on all of the sample points are determined so that real calculating values are same as interpolating values. When
coefficient matrix Cij and a sample point numerical sequence are recorded, the origination information correcting value
and the gradient information correcting value can be re-calculated at any one of the points (ρ, θ) on the lens.
[0123] These data (a nodal point sequence and a coefficient of the two dimension B-spline) may be recorded in a data
recording means 58, 77 etc. Thus, when the scaling of the eye image is calculated for the aspherical (or progressive)
lens using this convex surface with any power, these data can be used for calculating the origination information correcting
value and the gradient information correcting value.
[0124] Further, for all surfaces of the semi-lens, the node point sequence and a coefficient matrix of the two dimension
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B-spline for calculating the correcting component parameter, may be previously calculated and recorded as a data.
Thus, even if a surface shape design data is not used, the scaling of the eye image can be precisely calculated for the
aspherical (or progressive) lens with all power range.
[0125] Note that, although the above contents are described in a situation with light origination coordinate centered,
of course, such other lens location information as the tilted forward angle or the tilted inside angle may be used for the
simulation of the scaling of the eye image.
[0126] A situation with the tilted forward angle or the tilted inside angle taken into consideration of the simulation, will
be described as follow.
[0127] According to a lens frame shape and a situation of fitting, a situation with the spectacle lens located forward-
tilted (Fig.6(a)) and a situation with the spectacle lens located inside-tilted (Fig.6(b)), can be imagined.
[0128] In a situation of forward-tilted, a point A coordinate (local coordinate) on the spectacle lens convex surface with
horizontal light on a incident light position (y, z) passed through, is not set as (y, z) but as (ys, zs) (ρs shown as a distance
from the standard position to the point A). In this case, the spherical component parameter is obtained by the skew ray
trace, in a situation that the spherical lens with a nominal curve value of this lens is disposed to be tilted forward (tilted
forward angle θy) as described above. The correcting component parameter is obtained by a nodal point sequence
coordinate value and a coefficient matrix of the two dimensions B-spline for obtaining the correcting component parameter
of the aspherical surface (or the progressive surface) previously saved as described above. However, in that case, the
correcting component parameter is required to be calculated not on the incident light position (y, z) but on the local
coordinates (ys, zs). As this local coordinates (ys, zs), a local coordinate (Fig.6 (a)) at the point A with light, on the convex
of the spherical lens, being obtained when the spherical component parameter is calculated, can be utilized.
[0129] Note that, in a situation of inside-tilted, like the forward-tilted situation, the spherical component parameter is
obtained by the skew ray trace, in a situation that the spherical lens with a nominal curve value of this lens is disposed
to be tilted inside (tilted inside angle θz) as described above. The correcting component parameter is obtained by a nodal
point sequence coordinate value and a coefficient matrix of the two dimensions B-spline for obtaining the correcting
component parameter of the aspherical surface (or the progressive surface) previously saved as described above.
However, in that case, the correcting component parameter is required to be calculated not on the incident light position
(y, z) but on the local coordinates (ys, zs). As this local coordinates (ys, zs), a local coordinate (Fig.6 (b)) at the cross
point A with light, on the convex of the spherical lens, being obtained when the spherical component parameter is
calculated, can be utilized.
[0130] Of course, it is possible to obtain the origination information after correcting and the gradient information after
correcting in consideration of both the above tilted forward angle and the above tilted inside angle, by applying the above
method.
[0131] Note that, because the simulation of the scaling of the eye image is performed, the point C is at least a part of
a portion constituting the eye shape of the wearer in time of wearing the spectacle lens. Further, "a portion constituting
the eye shape of the wearer" may comprise the eyeball itself and surrounding area in the vicinity of the eyeball (for
example, eyelid or an edge of the eyeball). In conclusion, it may be a portion structuring the eye shape, when the observer
looks at the wearer with the spectacle lens.
[0132] In the above sample points, as a method of obtaining the origination information correcting value (for example
how to make the origination coordinate move) and the gradient information correcting value of the aspherical component
by the ray trace method, the following example can be given.
[0133] First, the spectacle lens with the aspherical component is chosen. If the simulation center 2 has information
about the spectacle lens with the aspherical shape, the simulation center 2 may use the information. If the simulation
center 2 does not have the information, the spectacle lens with the aspherical component is previously designed and
stored on a database.
[0134] In addition, the spherical power (namely representative spherical power) and astigmatism and prism power,
being a base in the spectacle lens with the aspherical component, are reflected, and then, a monofocal lens constituted
by the spherical surface with the nominal curvature or toric surface of the lens with the aspherical component, is prepared.
[0135] And, the origination coordinate and gradient information of exiting light by horizontal incident light (light in the
optical axis direction) passing through a designated sample point, is calculated for each lens (the aspherical lens and
the spherical lens) by the skew ray trace. Then, difference between both (namely the origination information correcting
value and the gradient information correcting value), and the origination information and the gradient information are
combined, to thereby calculate the aspherical component parameter.
[0136] Note that, in the above situation, such a case that the simulation center 2 has the spectacle lens information
with the aspherical surface shape is described. Namely, it is the following case. The spectacle shop 1 transmits the lens
information etc to the simulation center 2, so the aspherical surface shape data (namely basic information of the aspherical
component parameter), already obtained by the simulation center 2, is selected. Then, according to information trans-
mitted from the spectacle shop 1, the spherical component parameter is calculated by the spherical component parameter
calculating means 72. In some cases, the spherical component parameter exists already, so in such a case, the spherical
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component parameter is withdrawn from the data recording means 77 etc. Then, in addition to the "spherical component
parameter", difference between the "aspherical component parameter" and the "spherical component parameter" (namely
the "correcting component parameter") is calculated by the correcting component parameter calculating means 73. A
set of the "spherical component parameter" and the "correcting component parameter" is transmitted to the aspherical
component parameter calculating means 74. Thereafter, the "aspherical component parameter" is transmitted to the
simulation image generating means 75. Thus, the simulation center 2 may transmit the "spherical component parameter"
and the "correcting component parameter" (in such a case that the spectacle shop 1 has the spherical component
parameter, only the correcting component parameter) to the aspherical component parameter calculating means 74.
[0137] Meanwhile, even in a case that the simulation center 2 does not have the spectacle lens information with the
aspherical surface, it may be possible to perform the ray trace calculation in each case for the spectacle lens shape
imagined, being a simulation target for the wearer, to thereby calculate the correcting component parameter. At the
same time, it may be possible to obtain the spherical component parameter of the spectacle lens shape, to thereby
calculate the aspherical component parameter. Therefore, even if the simulation center 2 does not have information of
the spectacle lens with the aspherical shape, it is possible to calculate the aspherical component parameter. Furthermore,
if a known correcting component parameter can be used for example in such a case of the same wearer, it is possible
to calculate the aspherical component parameter.
[0138] Based on the above mechanism, in this embodiment, on a basis of information ("lens location information")
received at the received order processing means 71, "origination information" and "gradient information", the spherical
component parameter is calculated by the spherical component parameter calculating means 72. At the same time, the
correcting component parameter is calculated by the correcting component parameter calculating means 73. Then, on
a basis of the spherical component parameter and the correcting component parameter, the aspherical component
parameter is calculated by the aspherical component parameter calculating means 74. Then, on a basis of the aspherical
component parameter, the simulation image of the scaling of the eye image is generated by the simulation image
generating means 75.
[0139] Each means will be described as follow.

B) Each means for specifically realizing the simulation

[0140] The spherical component parameter calculating means 72, as described above, is for calculating the spherical
component parameter, in the spectacle lens targeted for simulation of the scaling of the eye image for the wearer.
[0141] Also, the correcting component parameter calculating means 73, as described above, is for calculating the
correcting component parameter, being a factor of adding correction by the aspherical component to the spherical
component parameter based on the spherical component, in some parameters based on the scaling of the eye image
capable of being observed in time of wearing the spectacles with at least one of the optical surfaces aspherical.
[0142] Also, the aspherical component parameter calculating means 74, as described above, is for calculating the
aspherical component parameter based on the spherical component parameter and the correcting component parameter.
[0143] The simulation image generating means 75 is, by the above mechanism, based on the aspherical component
parameter, for generating the simulation image, which the scaling of the eye image capable of being observed in time
of wearing the spectacles is reflected. Note that, as a technique itself for generating the simulation of the scaling of the
eye image, a known technique may be used.
[0144] And, the simulation image transmitting means 76 is for transmitting the simulation image generated by the
simulation image generating means 75 to the simulation image receiving means 57 in the spectacle shop 1.
[0145] Note that information calculated by the spherical component parameter calculating means 72, the correcting
component parameter calculating means 73 and the aspherical component parameter calculating means 74, and the
simulation image generated by the simulation image generating means 75, may be saved to the data server 4 (in some
cases, the data recording means 77 hereinafter). Therefore, when the simulation is performed again for the same wearer,
in a situation with the spherical component parameter unchanged, the aspherical component parameter may be calculated
by withdrawing a data about the wearer from the data server 4 and inputting it to the aspherical component parameter
calculating means 74.
[0146] Meanwhile, in a situation with the correcting component parameter unchanged, the aspherical component
parameter may be calculated by withdrawing a data about the wearer from the data server 4 and inputting it to the
aspherical component parameter calculating means 74.
[0147] Thus, by applying the abovementioned constitution, the ray trace calculation is not required for each simulation
of the scaling of the eye image of the wearer. Further specifically, it is preferable that an addition distribution, being one
of basis of the correcting component parameter, is previously withdrawn and stored on the data server 4 (in some cases,
the data recording means 77).
[0148] Furthermore, other data may be arbitrarily transmitted from the data server 4 to the aspherical component
parameter calculating means 74 or the simulation image generating means 75.
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[0149] Note that, in a viewpoint that the correcting component parameter is caused by the addition distribution, the
correcting component parameter is preferably obtained by using the ray trace method. However, unless there is such
a known data as that of the same wearer, the above method is not limited to it.

<4. Procedure of the simulation>

[0150] Next, procedure of the simulation in the simulation system for wearing spectacles with abovementioned con-
stitution, will be described. Regarding a process not written specifically, a known system may be used.
[0151] Fig.4 is a flow chart, showing a schematic procedure of the simulation system for wearing spectacles of this
embodiment.
[0152] When the spectacle shop orders the scaling of the eye image simulation of the wearer to the simulation center
2, first, each information including the lens designation information 61 and the layout information 62 is input in the
ordering-side device 11 of the spectacle shop 1 (step (called simply "S" hereinafter) 101). When these each information
are input, in the computer portion 11a, the data input receiving means 51 receives each input information, and then at
least the lens designation information 61 and the layout information 62 are temporarily saved by using such a recording
device as RAM or HDD.
[0153] Further, in the spectacle shop 1, the shopper previously operates the location measuring device 12, and then
the lens location information between at least a part of the portion constituting the eye shape of the wearer and an eyeball
side surface of the spectacle lens, in time of wearing the spectacle lens, is measured. And, the result of the measurement
is input from the location measuring device 12 to the computer portion 11a of the ordering side device 11. When the
data is input from the location measuring device 12, in the computer portion 11a, the data input receiving means 51
receives the data, and then, like such a case as the lens designation information 61, the data is temporarily saved by
using such a recording device as RAM or HDD. Note that, provided that the lens location information for the wearer can
be obtained from such a recording device of the ordering side device 11 or a server device on the communication line
3, it can be considered that the data input receiving means 51 obtains the spectacle frame information 63 from parts
with these data. Thus, in this case, measuring operation by the location measuring device 12 is not required.
[0154] And, the data input receiving means 51 receives the lens designation information 61, the layout information
62, the spectacle frame information 63 and "lens location information". Thereafter, these data are transmitted to the
control means 53, and those data are transmitted to the order-receiving processing means 71 of the order-receiving
side device 21 in the simulation center 2 through the ordering processing means 56.
[0155] Thereafter, while the order-receiving processing means 71 refers to the data recording means 77 (or the data
server 4), the order-receiving processing means 71 of the order-receiving side device 21 determines whether each
parameter to be obtained based on the transmitted data is calculated already, in addition, whether the wearer experienced
the measuring already (S102).
[0156] If the aspherical component parameter is calculated already (namely, something corresponding to "origination
information after correction" and "gradient information after correction" is already obtained) and the lens location infor-
mation is also obtained, these data are withdrawn from the data recording means 77, and then these data are transmitted
to the aspherical component parameter calculating means 74 (S109). Thereafter, these data themselves or the aspherical
component parameter based on these data are calculated (S110). In some cases, the simulation image generation
(S111) may be sequentially performed.
[0157] If the aspherical component parameter is not calculated yet, next, the receiving received order processing
means 71 determines whether the spherical component parameter is calculated already (S103). As a result, if the
spherical component parameter is calculated already, the spherical component parameter is transmitted to the spherical
component parameter calculating means 72 (S106). Meanwhile, if the spherical component parameter is not calculated
yet, the spherical component parameter is calculated in the spherical component parameter calculating means 72, by
performing such a method as the ray trace, based on the data transmitted from the spectacle shop 1 (S104). Then, the
result thereof is input to the aspherical component parameter calculating means 74 (S105).
[0158] At the same time, before or after determination whether the spherical component parameter is not calculated
yet, if the correcting component parameter is not calculated yet, next, the receiving received order processing means
71 calculates the correcting component parameter by the correcting component parameter calculating means 73, by
performing such a method as the ray trace, based on the data transmitted from the spectacle shop 1 (S107). Then, the
result thereof is input to the aspherical component parameter calculating means 74 (S108).
[0159] Note that, although as not shown in Fig.4, it may be determined whether the correcting component parameter
is calculated. Further, as a result, if the correcting component parameter is calculated, the correcting component pa-
rameter may be transmitted to the aspherical component parameter calculating means 74.
[0160] Through the above steps, the aspherical component parameter is calculated (S110). Thereafter, based on the
aspherical component parameter, the simulation image is generated by the simulation image is generating means 75
(Sill). Then, the simulation image is displayed on the displaying portion 11c of the ordering side device 11 in the spectacle
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shop 1 (S112).
[0161] And then, the wearer is made to simulate experience the scaling of the eye image capable of being observed
in time of wearing spectacles. The wearer is made to examine the result of simulating experience (S113). If the wearer
satisfies, a series of the simulation is finished. If the wearer is not satisfied, the shopper of the spectacle shop 1 generates
new lens information by using the data correcting means 55 from the operating portion 11b (S114). Therefore, a data
based on the new generated information is transmitted to the simulation center 2 again, and S102 is proceeded again.
And, until the wearer satisfies, this step is repeated.

<5.Simulation program>

[0162] Note that, in the above each means, each means excluding the data recording means 58 in the ordering side
device 11 and the data recording means 77 in the order-receiving side device 21, is realized by performing a determined
program installed in such as HDD of the computer portion 11a by a CPU of the computer portion 11a.
[0163] Thus, the computer portion 11a of the ordering side device 11 and each means in the order-receiving side
device 21 (namely, a simulation center 2 side computer portion (not shown)) can work by the simulation program for
serving the computer portion 11a as each means, and in other words, by the simulation program, can also work as
means for calculating the aspherical component parameter being a basis of the scaling of the eye image generated in
a situation of wearing the spectacle lens, the simulation image generating means for generating the simulation image
reflecting the aspherical component parameter, and the simulation image displaying means for displaying the simulation
image. Of course, the data recording means 77 in the order-receiving side device 21 is similar to the above. In that case,
the simulation program may be provided through the communication line 3, prior to be installed in such as a HDD of the
computer portion 11a or the order-receiving side device 21 (namely ordering side computer portion), and may be provided
by being installed to a recording medium capable of reading by such as the computer portion 11a.
[0164] Further, in spline interpolation calculation in a situation of determining the above sample point (y, z) or (ρ, θ),
the nodal point and the coefficient C in Y-axis and Z-axis, or the nodal point, and in a radius direction and an azimuthal
direction, the coefficient C may be saved in a file.
[0165] Further, regarding the data recording means 58 in the ordering side device 11 and the data recording means
77 in the order-receiving side device 21 (also called "data recording means 58 etc" hereinafter), it is considered to be
realized by using a part of a recording area in such as HDD of the computer portion 11a etc. However, the data recording
means 58 etc are not necessarily included in the computer portion 11a etc in the ordering side device 11. Provided that
the computer portion 11a etc comprise a communication means capable of accessing to the data recording means 58
etc (not shown), the data recording means 58 etc may be provided in a different device from the ordering side device
11 or the order-receiving side device 21 (for example, a part of the recording area in the data server 4). Furthermore,
provided that there are the data recording means 58 included in the computer portion 11a etc and the data recording
means in the different device capable of accessing through the communication means together, the computer portion
11a etc may have functions as a determining means for selecting a destination to save a data. In a case of the above
description, like the above each means, the communicating means and the determining means are realized by performing
a determined program at the computer portion 11a etc.

<6.Method for providing simulation information for wearing spectacles>

[0166] As described above, this embodiment has characteristics as a simulation device and a method thereof, a
simulation system, and a program working a computer for performing them. In addition, as described above, this em-
bodiment also has characteristics as a method of providing simulation information. Thus, based on the aspherical
component parameter in the spectacle lens identified by a user device, a simulation image reflected with the scaling of
the eye images capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles, or a data required to generate the simulation
image, is transmitted from the server device to the user device. Then, the simulation image is displayed on the simulation
image displaying means in the user device, to thereby provide the wearer with simulation experience of the eye image
capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles.
[0167] Note that generating the simulation image may be performed in the user device or the server device connected
with the user device. In a situation of using the user device, the data is processed in the user device, the simulation
image is generated and displayed in the user device.
[0168] Note that, in the above situation, in the parameters being a basis of the scaling of the eye image, the correcting
component parameter, being a factor of correcting the spherical component parameter, based on the spherical component
parameter due to the aspherical component, may be saved in the server device.
[0169] Further, the simulation image or the data required to generate the simulation image may be transmitted from
the server device to the user device. In a situation with the data transmitted, the data is processed in the user device,
the simulation image is generated and displayed in the user device.
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<7. Effect of this embodiment>

[0170] According to such as the simulation system for wearing spectacles etc described in this embodiment, even for
an aspherical lens, at least scaling of the eye image can be precisely simulated.
[0171] In addition, the following two problems can be solved.
[0172] One is to make it possible to solve "increasing an amount of information". Thus, by calculating "aspherical
component parameter" from "spherical component parameter" and "correcting component parameter", scaling of the
eye image can be precisely simulated, without the complex aspherical lens surface data. Furthermore, as a method of
precisely reappearing deformation of the image within the frame, for all pixels, a position (a position of a former image)
that light ray passing through position on the frame crosses with the face (around the eye), had to be calculated by the
skew ray trace. However, by performing those at the sample point, an amount of calculation for an aspherical surface
by the ray trace can be decreased, and therefore an amount of time for calculation can be shortened.
[0173] Thus, the aspherical surface is simulated from the correcting component parameter correcting the spherical
component parameter in addition to the spherical component parameter, thus simulating the scaling of the eye image.
Therefore, it is possible to maintain simulation accuracy greatly precisely. Moreover, as a result, at least scaling of the
eye image can be precisely simulated, without detail surface shape data of the actual aspherical lens.
[0174] Another one is to make it possible to reduce "a risk of leaking technical information". Even if the eye scaling
calculation is performed by a PC in the spectacle shop or a server of an outsourcing network service company, something
leaked is just "spherical component parameter" and/or "correcting component parameter". In other words, detail data of
the aspherical lens shape itself is not leaked.
[0175] Note that, in this embodiment, the surface shape of the aspherical lens does not have to be reappeared, and
the simulation of the scaling of the eye image may be precisely performed. Thus, one characteristics of this embodiment
is that it becomes not necessary to use the surface shape data of the aspherical lens itself. Of course, although the
surface shape data of the aspherical lens may be used somehow for the simulation, in view of a risk of leaking technical
information as described above, it is considered that a situation without using the surface shape data has more merits.
[0176] Further, conventionally in a lot of monofocal aspherical lens or progressive lens, a lens with determined pre-
scription of power and prism is realized by applying an aspherical surface or a progressive surface to a convex surface
(the object side surface being the front surface), and a different curvature surface or a toric surface to an concave surface
(the inside surface being the back surface). A specific convex aspherical surface or progressive surface in this case is
used in common for a lens in some power range. Normally, a few kinds of the convex aspherical surface or the progressive
surface (semi-lens) are prepared, and thereby to cover all power range for the monofocal aspherical lens or progressive
lens. Therefore, according to this embodiment, provided that "correcting component parameter" caused by these limited
kinds of the aspherical surface or the progressive surface are previously prepared, the simulation of the scaling of the
eye image, even in a situation of an aspherical lens with complex surface shape, can be performed simply and precisely,
when spherical component parameter of a spectacle lens worn by a wearer is obtained.
[0177] Therefore, it is possible to reduce a risk of leaking technical information and comparatively simply realize a
precise simulation of the eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing spectacles with the aspherical shape
and. As a result, the wearer can get a same appearance as the simulation result in time of wearing the spectacle lens.
Further, the spectacle shop and the spectacle lens manufacturer can get sufficiency customer satisfaction.

<8. Modified example>

[0178] Although this embodiment of this invention is described above, the above disclosure just shows embodiments
as an example of this invention. Namely, a technical scope of this invention is not limited to the above embodiments as
an example.
[0179] As the "lens location information" of this embodiment, as shown Fig.5(a) or Fig.6, a distance from a geometric
center of the spectacle lens to a part of the wearer’s eye in a X axis direction, is used as an example. It is true that more
precise eye image simulation can be performed by using a distance in X direction from an incident point B on an origination
plane to a part on which light is radiated to the wearer. In this case, convex and concave information around the eye is
required to be figured out, but it is difficult. Meanwhile, accuracy for simulating the scaling of the eye image may be a
precise level so that the wearer does not have uncomfortable feeling. Therefore, even if an actual distance from an
incident point B to a cross point C to the wearer’s face is not completely figured out, the scaling of the eye image can
be simulated more precisely and more simply than that of a conventional art, by using "actual distance (particularly the
distance between tops d)" from a part of a back surface (for example, the geometric center or an optical center) to the
wearer.
[0180] Note that, it becomes possible to perform more precise simulation of the scaling of the eye image by using a
distance from an exiting point H from a back surface, to a part of the wearer on which light is reached. Meanwhile,
accuracy for simulating the scaling of the eye image may be a precise level so that the wearer does not have uncomfortable
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feeling. Therefore, even if an actual distance from an exiting point H to the wearer (a point C) is not completely figured
out, the scaling of the eye image can be simulated more precisely and more simply than that of a conventional art, by
using an actual distance from a part of a back surface (for example a geometric center or an optical center) to the wearer,
tilted inside angles and tilted forward angles. Thus, "actual distance" of this embodiment means a distance for calculating
"origination information after correction" (specifically "origination coordinate after correction", furthermore "origination
information correcting value" caused by the correcting component parameter) by relation with "gradient information". If
a distance finally calculates "aspherical component parameter" and is an actual distance between a back surface of a
spectacle lens and a wearer, "actual distance" does not have to be a distance in X axis direction or distance between tops d.
[0181] Although described again, the "origination information after correction" may be calculated, in consideration of
the "tilted forward angles (for example, in XY plane view, angles made by the spectacle lens and optical axis)" formed
by the spectacle lens and (optical axis, being visual line axis) of the wearer and the "tilted inside angles (for example,
in XZ plane view, angles made by the spectacle lens and optical axis) ", in addition to "the actual distance".
[0182] Meanwhile, in this invention, regarding a spectacle lens, being an aspherical lens, "spherical component pa-
rameter" and "correcting component parameter" may be somehow separately obtained. Therefore, if these parameters
can be obtained, "actual distance" does not have to be used. As a specific example is given, provided that the actual
distance is set as a determined constant value, "spherical component parameter" and "correcting component parameter"
may be separately obtained, thus obtaining "aspherical component parameter".
[0183] Further, even if the above "actual distance" itself is not used (namely actual distance in X direction is not used),
an actual distance between at least a part of the portion constituting the eye shape of the wearer and a back surface of
the spectacle lens may be reflected.
[0184] As described above, naturally, it is preferable to set "actual distance" of "lens location information" of this
embodiment as a distance between tops d or an actual distance from a point H to a wearer. However, even if this distance
is not calculated at each sample point of the said ray trace calculation, sufficiently precise simulation of the scaling of
the eye image can be performed.
[0185] Further, "actual distance" may not be a distance in X axis direction, and for example, a distance in a direction
with tilt in XY plane. Each parameter may be calculated from gradient information after correcting, and such a processing
as suitably multiplying a coefficient to the distance may be performed.
[0186] As a result, in this invention, in the spectacle lens with the aspherical surface, it is characteristic that, of course
besides "movement of the eye image within the spectacle lens frame" caused by prism power, especially, "scaling of
the eye image" is precisely simulated from "spherical component parameter" and "correcting component parameter".
[0187] Meanwhile, instead of using "aspherical component parameter" being characteristics of this invention, using
"actual distance" is also new technical thought. Therefore, as a means for solving the object of this invention, the below
constitution is given.
[0188] A simulation system for wearing spectacles, providing wearer with simulated-experience of the eye image
capable of being observed in time of wearing a spectacle lens, comprising,
a simulation image displaying means of displaying a simulation image reflected with an scaling of the eye image capable
of being observed in time of wearing the spectacle lens, based on an actual positioning relation between at least a part
of a portion forming the wearer’s eye shape and the eye side surface of the spectacle lens in time of wearing the spectacle
lens.
[0189] Characteristics of the above modified example is that the precise simulation of the eye image capable of being
observed in time of wearing the spectacle lens by using the "actual positioning relation" in time of wearing the spectacle
lens, irrespective of the spectacle lens shape. In this case, even in the spherical lens, the object of this invention (namely
"increasing the data") can be occurred, because of difference between the front surface shape and the back surface
shape. Further, the surface shape in that case is also important technical information for the lens maker. Therefore,
another object of this invention (namely "a risk of leaking information") can be occurred as ever. Then, by using the
above modified method, it is possible to solve the above problem. Thus, the above modified example can be adapted
to the spherical lens in addition to the aspherical lens.
[0190] Note that, in such a case that the simulation target is the spherical lens, if at least "spherical component
parameter" is calculated previously, it is possible to simulate the scaling of the eye image precisely.
[0191] If the spectacle lens being the simulation target is the spherical lens, it is possible to simulate the scaling of the
eye image precisely, by using the above modified example, sometimes without ray trace calculation. For example, in
such a case that the spectacle lens is the spherical lens, the simulation image is generated based on the "spherical
component parameter". This "spherical component parameter" can be calculated comparatively easily by a known
calculating method, if a curve value (n-1)/r (n indicates refractive index and r indicates curvature) of the spectacle lens
can be obtained. In addition, by using a method of [Embodiment 3] described after, it is possible to skip the ray trace
calculation and calculate the spherical component parameter.
[0192] Further, as an example of "spherical component parameter", "correcting component parameter" and "aspherical
component parameter", "origination information" and "gradient information" are given. Provided that the incident point
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A of the front surface of the spectacle lens, the imaginary exiting point B of the back surface and the point C with light
reached on the face are known and each distance from a standard position (X axis in Fig.5(a)) is known in Y axis direction
and Z axis direction, something excluding "origination information" and "gradient information" may be applied.
[0193] Note that, origination coordinate of "origination information" indicates coordinate showing displacement, from
a position on which light is incident to the spectacle lens to a position on which light exits from the spectacle lens, in a
view of a surface "excluding" a plane vertical to the optical axis direction of which light is incident to the spectacle lens.
In other words, origination information may be a parameter for obtaining the displacement. Thus, by applying calculating
process to this displacement, instead of the origination coordinate, displacement (also called "origination shift") in a view
of a plane vertical to the optical axis direction of which light is incident to the spectacle lens may be derived.
[0194] Further, similarly, also with respect to "gradient information", tilt of ray light exiting from the spectacle lens may
be obtained at first, in a view "excluding" a view from the optical axis direction of which light is incident to the spectacle
lens. And then, tilt of ray light exiting from the spectacle lens may be obtained in a view from the optical axis direction
of which light is incident to the spectacle lens.
[0195] Note that, when the observer observes, not from a view in front of the wearer but from an oblique direction of
the wearer, incident ray light is incident obliquely. In this case, similar to a case of tilted-forward or tilted-inside as shown
in Fig.6, it is necessary to calculate the correcting component parameter, not by using ray light incident position (y, z)
but by using local coordinate of a passing point on a convex surface. Further, because a face plane is not vertical to the
incident ray light, it becomes slightly complicated to obtain the cross point with the incident ray light and the face plane.
However, the calculation is a content capable of being solved by using analytic geometry, and it becomes possible "to
comparatively simply realizing a precise simulation of the eye image capable of being observed in time of wearing
spectacles with the aspherical shape, being an object of this invention.
[0196] Further, when the distance d between the top of the spectacle lens back surface and the top of the wearer (for
example a distance in a horizontal direction), being one of the lens location information, is measured in the spectacle
lens shop 1, irrespective of whether the spectacle lens has suitable abilities for the wearer or not, a spectacle lens for
simulation having an optical shape with the same distance d as a case of wearing a spectacle lens finally purchased,
may be prepared at the spectacle lens shop. When the spectacle lens for simulation can not be prepared, "lens location
information" in a case of wearing the spectacle lens may be previously determined and this distance d may be used for
generating the simulation image thereafter.
[0197] Note that, although "simulation image" in this embodiment, it is mainly imagined that an image can be displayed
on the displaying portion 11c, by projecting a three dimensional stereoscopic vision, the scaling of the eye image may
be shown. Also, as described above, a plurality of the sample point (y, z) and parts on which light is irradiated on the
wearer, may be prepared, and the simulation of the scaling of the eye image may be performed by using results of ray
trace calculation on the plurality of the parts. Thus, it becomes possible to precisely reappear the scaling on each part
of the eye image, as a result, accuracy of the simulation of the scaling of the eye image can be improved.
[0198] In this embodiment, as a method of obtaining "aspherical component parameter", a method that "correcting
component parameter" is added to "spherical component parameter", is described. Meanwhile, provided that the as-
pherical component parameter can be obtained by reflecting with each other, other methods excluding simply adding
may be adopted. As one example is given, processes that coefficient is multiplied to the spherical component parameter
or correcting component parameter or other processes, may be adopted. In addition, in the first place, "aspherical
component parameter" may be calculated by performing the ray trace calculation for the spectacle lens to be simulated,
without separating "spherical component parameter" and "correcting component parameter". Specifically, ρ1 and ρ2 may
be calculated, by performing the ray trace calculation for the spectacle lens to be simulated. When calculating, origination
information reflecting the aspherical surface of the spectacle lens to be simulated ("origination information after correcting"
and "gradient information after correcting" in this embodiment), may be calculated by the ray trace calculation, without
separating spherical component parameter" and "correcting component parameter. Then, all of the above ray trace
calculation may be performed in the receiving-order side device 21, and may be performed in the ordering side device
11 or the data server 4. Also, the order-receiving side device 21, the ordering side device 11 or the data server 4 may
take charge of part of the above ray trace calculation.
[0199] In this embodiment, it is described as a example of providing "spherical component parameter calculating
means 72", "correcting component parameter calculating means 73" and "aspherical component parameter calculating
means 74" in the order-receiving side device 21. Meanwhile, the ordering side device 11 (for example the data recording
means 58) or the data server 4 may be provided to either of those or combination of those. As one example is given,
the correcting component parameter to be calculated by the correcting component parameter calculating means 73 are
already installed as a data in the ordering side device 11 or the data server 4. In that case, when a predetermined data
is input to the data input receiving means 51 of the ordering side device 11 by the operating portion 11b, the correcting
component parameter already installed in the data recording means 58 or the data server 4 is withdrawn through the
control means 53. Then, if necessary, the spherical component parameter is received from the simulation center 2 and
the aspherical component parameter may be calculated by the control means 53. Reversely, the spherical component
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parameter may be already installed as a data in the ordering side device 11 or the data server 4. Further, both parameters
may be already installed as a data in the ordering side device 11 or the data server 4. Data which may be already
installed as a data in the ordering side device 11, order-receiving side device 21 or the data server 4, includes the
origination information, the gradient information and the lens location information, in addition to these parameters.
[0200] Furthermore, similar to "spherical component parameter calculating means 72", "correcting component param-
eter calculating means 73" and "aspherical component parameter calculating means 74", "simulation image generating
means 75" may be provided in the ordering side device 11 or the data server 4 etc. In conclusion, the above effects can
be exhibited by the simulation system, the method, the device and the program having the simulation image displaying
means (displaying portion 11c) displaying the simulation image generated based on the aspherical component parameter.
[0201] Further, as a method of providing a simulation information, it is considered that each time the simulation of the
scaling of the eye image is performed, the correcting component parameter is calculated in the simulation center 2.
Meanwhile, in a case in which the simulation center 2 has the detailed aspherical shape data as technical information,
when an order from the spectacle shop 1 is received, the spectacle shop 1 may be provided with difference (namely,
the correcting component parameter) between the spherical component parameter saved in the data server 4 and the
aspherical component parameter introduced from the detailed aspherical shape data. Then, by combining the spherical
component parameter and the correcting component parameter by the spectacle shop 1, the aspherical component
parameter may be reappeared so as to be capable of simulation.

[Embodiment 2]

[0202] As one example of the embodiment 1, it is given that addition distribution being one of the correcting component
parameter is drawn and is made to be a data, and is installed in the data server 4 (sometimes in the data recording
means 77). Therefore, it is true that the simulation of the scaling of the eye image of the wearer can be precisely simulated
without the detailed surface data of the spectacle lens. However, as described in the problem of this invention, recently,
kinds of the spectacle lens are varied. That is similar to addition in the whole spectacle lens. For example, even if adopting
the progressive lens having the same far-vision power and the same progressive band length, even in consideration of
0.25D pitch, fourteen kinds of the spectacle lens exist in the spectacle lens with addition from 0.75D to 3.50D. In addition,
these addition distributions are different from each other corresponding to each addition. Therefore, if the correcting
component parameters (spline data distributed on the lens, of the origination information correcting value and the gradient
information correcting value) have to be prepared, an amount of the data becomes increased greatly. Furthermore, as
the problem of the invention, "great increase of the shape data on the optical surface of the spectacle lens" is given.
The inventors examine a further effective means of solving it.
[0203] Thus, the inventors conceive knowledge that the origination information correcting value and the gradient
information correcting value of light exiting from the back surface of the spectacle lens are almost monotonically increased
with respect to change of addition in the progressive lens with the same far-vision power and the same progressive zone
length. Based on this knowledge, it is conceived that the origination information correcting value and the gradient infor-
mation correcting value can be shown by the following formula (k), being an approximation formula.
[Formula 11] 

[0204] Note that, f is any one of the origination information correcting value and the gradient information correcting
value in case of the progressive lens, and A is addition. f0, f1 and f2 are values obtained by a least-square method and
are shown by the following formula (l).
[Formula 12] 
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[0205] Note that, the above formula (1) is a formula in which distribution on the lens surface is expressed by two
dimensions polar coordinate B-spline, and ρ and θ are polar coordinate expression on YZ plane.
[0206] By preparing the above formula (k) and making change due to addition similar to quadratic polynomial equation,
the correcting component parameter (spline data distributed on the lens, of the origination information correcting value
and the gradient information correcting value) can be reconstitutiond for the progressive surface with respect to all
addition, by a small amount of data. As a result, it becomes possible to reappear the correcting component parameter
(origination shift correcting value and gradient information correcting values etc) for all addition. Therefore, a problem
of greatly increasing the shape data of the opctical surface of the spectacle lens, can be solved further effectively. Then,
it becomes possible to further reduce a load of a simulation process.
[0207] Note that, origination shift of exiting light and gradient information value two dimension B-spline data based on
the addition distribution made in that way, can be adapted not only to the lens with constant spherical power, but also
to the spectacle lens (for example, a power range covered by a semi-finished lens with the same curve) with spherical
power and astigmatism power changed in some extent from the constant spherical power. Provided that the data is
prepared with respect to a few kinds of the semi-finished lens, the progressive lens can be covered for all addition range.
[0208] Note that, in a case of free-form surface lens (particularly free-form surface progressive lens), strictly speaking,
aspherical shapes are different from each other corresponding to each of far-vision power, astigmatism, astigmatism
axis angles and addition. In this case, corresponding to all of far-vision power, astigmatism and addition to be assumed,
it is necessary to previously prepare two dimensions B-spline data for calculating the correcting component parameter.
However, if trying to prepare that, the data becomes enormous.
[0209] In this case as well, the above embodiment can be applied. Namely, by preparing an amount of change caused
by far-vision spherical power and caused by astigmatism separately among the correcting component parameters of
each lens with the same nominal curve, and by approximating using line shape or quadratic expression, an amount of
data can be reduced. Also, an amount of change caused by astigmatism can be corresponded to a lens with prescribed
astigmatism axis angles, by rotation corresponding to the astigmatism axis angles, thereby to become unnecessary to
prepare the data of the amount of change caused by astigmatism with respect to all of the astigmatism axis angles.
Specific examples will be shown as follows.
[0210] Here, the following case is considered that, for example, a power range covered by a blank (body of a lens
material) with determined curve value is set as -2.00 to +2.00, representative spherical power S0 is set as 0.00 and
astigmatism C is set as 0 to -4.0. Distributions of the origination information correcting value and gradient information
correcting value in any power within this range, are shown as the following formula (m):
[Formula 13] 

[0211] Here, f(S0, 0, ρ, θ) is an amount of correction in the representative spherical power S0, Δfs(ΔS, ρ, θ) is an
amount of correction caused by a difference ΔS of spherical power from the representative spherical power S0 and
Δfc(C, ρ, θ-α) is an amount of correction in the astigmatism. α is an astigmatism axis angle. f(S0, 0, ρ, θ) is previously
obtained by the above method using the formula (k) and (1). In addition, Δfs(ΔS, ρ, θ) and Δfc(C, ρ, θ-α) are defined by
a monotonic function of ΔS and C, to thereby be approximated to the following formula (n):
[Formula 14] 
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[0212] The above Δfs0-2 and Δfc0-2 are obtained by such as a least-square method and are saved as a spline inter-
polating coefficient data. Specifically, they are obtained by the following (o):
[Formula 15] 

[0213] Here, B indicates B-spline base function and C indicates a coefficient thereof.
[0214] In summary, in the above case, "origination information correcting value" and "gradient information correcting
value" among "correcting component parameter" in the embodiment 1 are also determined by "an amount of correction
in the representative spherical power", "an amount of correction caused by a difference of spherical power from the
representative spherical power" and "an amount of correction in the astigmatism" in a case of using a nominal curve
surface lens. Further when taking "spherical component parameter" caused by "a spherical element (such as spherical
power and astigmatism)" providing "origination information" and "gradient information" in consideration, these amounts
of correction may be dealt as "spherical component parameter". Further, the above amounts of correction may be totally
dealt as "aspherical component parameter". Similarly, the above amounts of correction may be included in "an aspherical
element" or included in "a spherical element".

[Embodiment 3]

[0215] As one example of the embodiment 1, it is given that the spherical component parameter is also obtained by
using the ray trace method. Meanwhile, the spherical component parameter greatly varies according to spherical power,
astigmatism and prism power. Therefore, with respect to the spherical component parameter as well, an amount of the
data becomes increased greatly. Furthermore, as the problem of the invention, "great increase of the shape data on the
optical surface of the spectacle lens" is given. Similar to the embodiment 2, the inventors examine a further effective
means of solving it.
[0216] Thus, in a case on which a plane optical wave surface is incident to the lens, this inventors find a method of
showing a wave surface transformed by the lens and exited from the spectacle lens back surface by the following
approximated formula (p), and a method of using gradient information of exited light being a normal line to the wave
surface as the spherical component parameter. In this method, a process of the ray trace is skipped, to thereby obtain
results fast.
[0217] Note that, the following approximated formula (p) indicates an approximated formula of a wave surface imme-
diately after that a plane incident wave surface parallel to YZ plane passes through the spectacle lens, in a case of
setting an optical axis direction of the spectacle lens as X axis, setting a vertical direction perpendicular to X axis as Y
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axis and setting a horizontal direction perpendicular to X axis as Z axis.
[Formula 16] 

[0218] Here, Py and Pz indicate Y axis component and Z axis component of gradient information caused by prism
power. Dyy indicates power in Y axis direction, Dzz indicates power in Z axis direction and Dyz indicates a clinoaxis
component of power.
[0219] Note that Py and Pz are shown by the following formula (q)
[Formula 17] 

[0220] Here, P is set as prism power and β is set as angles in a prism base direction. Coefficient 0.01 is just for
adjusting a unit.
[0221] Further, Dyy, Dyz and Dzz are shown by the following formula (r).
[Formula 18] 

[0222] Here, S is set as spherical power, C is set as astigmatism and α is set as astigmatism axis angles. Coefficient
0.001 is for adjusting a unit. A unit of x, y and z in the formula (i) is mm and a unit of S and C power is 1/m.
[0223] Further, gradient information ky in Y axis direction and gradient information kz in Z axis direction are shown by
the following formula (s).
[Formula 19] 

[0224] Namely, by obtaining an optical trace after that light passes the spectacle lens, based on the above formula
(p), and considering the trace, the simulation image is generated without using the ray trace method.
[0225] Therefore, it becomes possible to calculate the spherical component parameter (namely to calculate the orig-
ination coordinate of exited light and gradient information). Thus, only ray trace calculation for the correcting component
parameter may be performed, to thereby make the ray trace unnecessary for the spherical component parameter. In
addition to this embodiment, by further combining the embodiment 2, an amount of data necessary for simulation can
be greatly reduced. Note that, with respect to accuracy, accuracy in a case of an actual skew ray trace is higher than
the accuracy of the spherical component parameter obtained by this method. Meanwhile, calculation can be skipped,
to thereby realize a small amount of data and improve a calculating speed. When high speed calculation is required,
this effect is especially important.
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[Embodiment 4]

[0226] In the embodiment 1, an example of obtaining the aspherical component parameter (namely the spherical
component parameter and the correcting component parameter) is given as the whole spectacle lens. Except for that,
for example, in a case of the spectacle lens with both front and back surfaces aspherical, it is also considered that the
aspherical component parameter (the correcting component parameter) of the whole spectacle lens is calculated by
obtaining the aspherical component parameter (the correcting component parameter) for each surface and then adding
those with each other.
[0227] As a specific example is given, first, it is provided that the spectacle lens to be simulated has a predetermined
thickness and predetermined prism angles. Then, the spectacle lens with these thickness and prism angles, whose only
front surface has an aspherical shape and whose back surface has a spherical shape with predetermined curvature and
a toric shape (namely the lens on which only the front surface has an aspherical shape), is prepared. Then, by the
method described in the above embodiment, the first correcting component parameter is obtained and recorded for the
spectacle lens with only front surface aspherical.
[0228] Next, reversely, the spectacle lens with these thickness and prism angles, whose only back surface has an
aspherical shape and whose front surface has a spherical shape with predetermined curvature and a toric shape (namely
the lens on which only the back surface has an aspherical shape), is prepared. Then, by the method described in the
above embodiment, the second correcting component parameter is obtained and recorded for the spectacle lens with
only back surface aspherical.
[0229] The obtained first correcting component parameter (with only front surface aspherical) is combined with the
second correcting component parameter (with only back surface aspherical). Then, this combination is set as the cor-
recting component parameter with both surfaces aspherical in the spectacle lens with both surfaces aspherical being a
target of simulation to be obtained.
[0230] According to the above method, for example, in a case that an aspherical shape of the front surface is used to
each lens with various power in common, when the first correcting component parameter for the aspherical shape of
the front surface is known and the data is recorded to such as the data server 4, provided that the back surface has a
spherical surface, calculations of the correcting component parameter and further the aspherical component parameter
(S109-S110) can be skipped. Also, when the second correcting component parameter for the aspherical shape of the
back surface is known and the data is recorded to such as the data server 4, and further, both the aspherical shape of
the front surface and the aspherical shape of the back surface are known and both of the correcting component parameter
(the first and the second aspherical component parameter) are recorded to such as the data server 4, even if the spectacle
lens has greatly complex surfaces being both aspherical surfaces, calculation of the correcting component parameter
can be skipped. In addition, a remarkable effect making it possible to precisely perform the simulation of the scaling of
the eye image, can be exhibited.
[0231] Note that, except for the above method, the following method may be adopted. The spectacle lens with both
aspherical surfaces is previously prepared. For example, with respect to the back surface, a spherical element (a spherical
surface with a predetermined curvature or a toric surface) included in the aspherical surface shape, is selected and
adopted. Then, the first correcting component parameter (with only the front surface aspherical) is obtained. With respect
to the second correcting component parameter, it is similar to the above method. Further, a recording means may be
suitably set as not only the data server 4 but also such as the data recording means 58, 77.

Description of signs and numerals

[0232]

1 Spectacle shop
2 Simulation center
3 Communication line
4 Data server
11 Ordering side device
11a Computer portion
11b Operating portion
11c (Simulation image) displaying portion
12 Device for measuring lens location information in front of the eye (location measuring device)
21 Order-receiving side device (computer portion on the simulation center)
24 Communication line
51 Data input receiving means
52 Information obtaining means
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53 Control means
55 Data correcting means
56 Order processing means
57 Simulation image receiving means
58 Data recording means (ordering side device)
61 Lens designated information
62 Layout information
63 Spectacle frame information
64 Spectacle lens information
65 Ordered data
66 Received data
71 Received order processing means
72 Spherical component parameter calculating means
73 Correcting component parameter calculating means
74 Aspherical component parameter calculating means
75 Simulation image generating means
76 Simulation image transmitting means
77 Data recording means (order-receiving side device)

Claims

1. A simulation system for providing a wearer with simulated experience of an eye image observed when wearing a
spectacle lens, characterized by comprising:

a spherical component parameter calculating means (72) for calculating a spherical component parameter
based on a spherical surface, chosen from parameters being a basis of the scaling of the eye image observed
when wearing the spectacle lens with at least one of optical surfaces aspherical,
a correcting component parameter calculating means (73) for calculating a correcting component parameter
caused by adding correction to the spherical component parameter, an aspherical component parameter cal-
culating means (74) for calculating an aspherical component parameter based on the spherical component
parameter and the correcting component parameter,
a simulation image generating means of generating a simulation image representing the scaling of the eye
image observed when wearing the spectacle lens, based on lens location information when
wearing the spectacle lens and the aspherical component parameter, and
a simulation image displaying means for displaying the simulation image, wherein
the spherical component parameter includes origination information (y1s’(y,z),z1s’(y,z)) and gradient information
(kys(y,z),kzs(y,z)) calculated by ray trace,
the aspherical component parameter includes origination information (y1’(y,z),z1’(y,z)) and gradient information
(ky(y,z),kz(y,z)) which is obtained by adding the origination information and gradient information of the spherical
component parameter with the respective correcting component parameter and the lens location information
includes information regarding a distance between at least a part of a portion forming the wearer’s eye shape
and the eye side surface of the spectacle lens.

2. The simulation system for wearing spectacles according to claim 1, wherein:

the correcting component parameter includes a origination information correcting value and a gradient infor-
mation correcting value;
in the aspherical component parameter calculating means, based on the origination information and the gradient
information, and the origination information correcting value and the gradient information correcting value,
origination information after correcting and gradient information after correcting are calculated as the aspherical
component parameter.

3. The simulation system for wearing spectacles according to claim 2, comprising:

determining sample points on an optical surface of the spectacle lens, and then calculating the origination
information correcting value and the gradient information correcting value on the sample points by using a ray
trace method,
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calculating a spline interpolation coefficient by using the origination information correcting value and the gradient
information correcting value on the sample points, and
calculating a origination information correcting value and a gradient information correcting value on any point
by using the spline interpolation coefficient.

4. The simulation system for wearing spectacles according to claim 2 or 3, wherein:

when an optical axis direction of the spectacle lens is set as X axis, a vertical direction being perpendicular to
X axis is set as Y axis, and a horizontal direction being perpendicular to X axis is set as Z axis, in a case of
setting a sample point A(y, z) with light incident to the optical surface of the spectacle lens,
a point C coordinates (y2, z2) on the wearer’s face with light reached, in a view of a plane vertical to the optical
axis direction with light incident to the spectacle lens, is calculated by the following formula (1) by using the
simulation image generating means, and then, based on the point coordinates (y2, z2),
simulation image with the scaling of the eye image reflected is generated, wherein the origination information
indicates information with respect to an incident point and/or an exiting point of light in the spectacle lens, and
the gradient information indicates a tilt of ray when light exits from the spectacle lens in an optical axis direction
with light incident to the spectacle lens:
[Formula 1] 

wherein (y1’, z1’) is separated to origination information (y1s’, z1s’) of the spherical component parameter cal-
culated in the spherical lens constituted by using a spherical or toric surface at a representative curvature of
the front surface and the back surface, and origination information correcting value (Δy1’, Δz1’) of the correcting
component parameter caused by using an aspherical surface, while a center of thickness and prism on the
spectacle lens is maintained, and then obtained separately as defined in the following formula (2):
[Formula 2] 

wherein ky and kz are separated to gradient information ky and kz of the spherical component parameter cal-
culated in the spherical lens constituted by using a spherical or toric surface at a representative curvature of
the front surface and the back surface, and gradient information correcting value Δky and Δkz of the correcting
component parameter caused by using an aspherical surface, while a center of thickness and prism on the
spectacle lens is maintained, and then obtained separately as defined in the following formula (3) :
[Formula 3] 

wherein Δy1’, Δz1’, Δky and Δkz determine a sample point (y, z) on the optical surface of the spectacle lens, thus
obtained by the following formula (4) being spline interpolation function:
[Formula 4] 

wherein f indicates Δy1’, Δz1’, Δky and Δkz, and B indicates B-spline base function and C indicates B-spline
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coefficient;
Δy1’ and Δz1’ are defined in the following formula (5) :
[Formula 5] 

wherein Δky and Δkz are defined in the following formula (6):
[Formula 6] 

wherein (y1’, z1’) is the origination information of the spherical component parameter calculated in the spherical
lens constituted by using a spherical or toric surface at a representative curvature of the front surface and the
back surface, while a center of thickness and prism on the spectacle lens is maintained;
kys indicates gradient information in Y axis direction caused by the spherical lens constituted by the spherical
surface with the representative curvature or toric surface, and kzs indicates gradient information in Z axis direction;
and
ky indicates gradient information in aspherical Y axis direction, and kz indicates gradient information in aspherical
Z axis direction.

5. The simulation system for wearing spectacles according to claim 4, wherein a relation between the f and addition
in a case of a progressive lens, is defined by the following formula (7):
[Formula 7] 

wherein f is any one of the origination information correcting value and the gradient information correcting value,
and A is addition and f0, f1 and f2 are values obtained by a least-square method and are defined by the following
formula (8):
[Formula 8] 

wherein ρ and θ are polar coordinate expression on YZ plane.

6. The simulation system for wearing spectacles according to any one of claims 2 to 5, wherein; the spherical component
parameter includes spherical power, astigmatism and prism power, and optical trace after that light passes the
spectacle lens is obtained based on the following formula (9), and the spherical component parameter is obtained
without the ray trace method by considering the trace, and the simulation image is generated,
wherein the following formula (9) indicates an approximated formula of a wave surface immediately after that a
plane incident wave surface parallel to YZ plane passes through the spectacle lens, in a case of setting an optical
axis direction of the spectacle lens as X axis, setting a vertical direction perpendicular to X axis as Y axis and setting
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a horizontal direction perpendicular to X axis as Z axis:
[Formula 9] 

wherein Py and Pz indicate Y axis component and Z axis component of gradient information caused by prism power,
Dyy indicates power in Y axis direction, Dzz indicates power in Z axis direction, and Dyz indicates a clinoaxis component
of power;
wherein Py and Pz are defined by the following formula (10) :
[Formula 10] 

 wherein P is set as prism power and β is set as angles in a prism base direction; wherein
Dyy, Dyz and Dzz are defined by the following formula (11) :
[Formula 11] 

wherein, S is set as spherical power, C is set as astigmatism and α is set as astigmatism axis angles;
wherein gradient information ky in Y axis direction and gradient information kz in Z axis direction are defined by the
following formula (12):
[Formula 12] 

7. The simulation system for wearing spectacles according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
the lens location information is obtained by actually measuring the distance between at least a part of a portion
forming the wearer’s eye shape and the eye side surface of the spectacle lens.

8. The simulation system for wearing spectacles according to any one of claims 1 to 7, comprising:

a receiving side device provided in a simulation receiving side, including the spherical component parameter
calculating means and the simulation image generating means, and
a location measuring device measuring the lens location information to be transmitted to the simulation image
generating means.

9. A simulation program for providing a wearer with simulated experience of an eye image observed when wearing
spectacles, characterized by making a computer work as a spherical component parameter calculating means
(72) for calculating a spherical component parameter based on a spherical surface, chosen from parameters being
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a basis of the scaling of the eye image observed when wearing the spectacle lens with at least one of optical surfaces
aspherical, a correcting component parameter calculating means (73) for calculating a correcting component pa-
rameter caused by adding correction to the spherical component parameter, an aspherical component parameter
calculating means (74) for calculating an aspherical component parameter based on the spherical component
parameter and the correcting component parameter, a simulation image generating means of generating a simulation
image representing the scaling of the eye image observed when wearing the spectacle lens, based on lens location
information when wearing the spectacle lens and the aspherical component parameter, and
a simulation image displaying means for displaying the simulation image, wherein
the spherical component parameter includes origination information (y1s’(y,z),z1s’(y,z)) and gradient information
(kys(y,z),kzs(y,z)) calculated by ray trace the aspherical component parameter includes origination information
(y1’(y,z),z1’(y,z)) and gradient information (ky(y,z),kz(y,z)) which is obtained by adding the origination information
and gradient information of the spherical component parameter with the respective correcting component parameter,
and
the lens location information includes information regarding a distance between at least a part of a portion forming
the wearer’s eye shape and the eye side surface of the spectacle lens.

Patentansprüche

1. Simulationssystem zum Bereitstellen einer simulierten Erfahrung eines Augenbildes, das beim Tragen eines Bril-
lenglases beobachtet wird, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass es Folgendes umfasst:

ein Sphärische-Komponente-Parameter-Berechnungsmittel (72) zum Berechnen eines Sphärische-Komponen-
te-Parameters, basierend auf einer sphärischen Oberfläche, ausgewählt aus Parametern, die eine Basis bilden
für die Skalierung des Augenbildes, das beim Tragen der Brillenlinse mit wenigstens einer asphärischen opti-
schen Oberfläche beobachtet wird, ein Korrekturkomponente-Parameter-Berechnungsmittel (73) zur Berech-
nung eines Korrekturkomponente-Parameters, generiert durch Hinzufügen einer Korrektur zu dem Sphärische-
Komponente-Parameter,
ein Asphärische-Komponente-Parameter-Berechnungsmittel (74) zur Berechnung eines Asphärische-Kompo-
nente-Parameters, bezogen auf den Sphärische-Komponente-Parameter und den Korrekturkomponente-Pa-
rameter,
ein Simulationsbilderzeugungsmittel zur Erzeugung eines Simulationsbildes, das die Skalierung des Augenbil-
des darstellt, das beobachtet wird, wenn die Brillenlinse getragen wird, basierend auf der Linsenpositionsinfor-
mation beim Tragen der Brillenlinse und dem Asphärische-Komponente-Parameter, sowie ein Simulationsbil-
danzeigemittel zum Anzeigen des Simulationsbildes, wobei der Sphärische-Komponente-Parameter die Ur-
sprungsinformation (y1s’(y,z), z1s’(y,z)) und Gradienteninformation (kys(y,z), kzs(y,z)), errechnet durch Strahl-
verfolgung, beinhaltet, wobei der Asphärische-Komponente-Parameter Ursprungsinformation (y1’(y,z), z1’(y,z))
und Gradienteninformation (ky(y,z), kz(y,z)) umfasst, die erhalten wird durch Addieren der Ursprungsinformation
und Gradienteninformation des Sphärische-Komponente-Parameters zum entsprechenden Korrekturkompo-
nente-Parameter, und die Linsenpositionsinformation umfasst Information bezüglich eines Abstands zwischen
wenigstens einem Teil eines Bereichs, welcher die Augenform des Trägers bildet, und der Augenseitenober-
fläche der Brillenlinse.

2. Simulationssystem zum Tragen einer Brille gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei:

der Korrekturkomponente-Parameter einen Ursprungsinformationskorrekturwert mit einem Gradienteninforma-
tionskorrekturwert umfasst;
im Asphärische-Komponente-Parameter-Berechnungsmittel, bezogen auf die Ursprungsinformation und die
Gradienteninformation, und den Ursprungsinformationskorrekturwert und den Gradienteninformationskorrek-
turwert, die Ursprungsinformation nach Korrektur und Gradienteninformation nach Korrektur als der Asphäri-
sche-Komponente-Parameter errechnet werden.

3. Simulationssystem zum Tragen einer Brille gemäß Anspruch 2, umfassend:

Bestimmen von Beispielpunkten auf einer optischen Oberfläche der Brillenlinse, und anschließend Berechnen
des Ursprungsinformationskorrekturwerts und des Gradienteninformationskorrekturwerts auf den Beispielpunk-
ten durch Verwendung eines Strahlenverfolgungsverfahrens,
Berechnen eines Spline-Interpolations-Koeffizienten durch Verwenden des Ursprungsinformationskorrektur-
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werts und des Gradienteninformationskorrekturwerts für die Beispielpunkte, und Berechnen eines Ursprungs-
informationskorrekturwerts und eines Gradienteninformationskorrekturwerts für einen beliebigen Punkt durch
Verwendung des Spline-Interpolations-Koeffizienten.

4. Simulationssystem zum Tragen einer Brille gemäß Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei:

wenn eine Richtung der optischen Achse der Brillenlinse als X-Achse festgelegt wird, eine vertikale Richtung
senkrecht zur X-Achse als Y-Achse festgelegt wird und eine horizontale Richtung, die senkrecht zur X-Achse
ist, als Z-Achse festgelegt wird, werden in einem Fall, dass ein Beispielpunkt A(y, z) mit Lichteinfall auf die
optische Oberfläche der Brillenlinse festgelegt wird, die Koordinaten (y2, z2) von Punkt C auf dem Gesicht des
Trägers mit eintreffendem Licht, in einer Ansicht einer Ebene, die vertikal zur Richtung der optischen Achse
mit einfallendem Licht zur Brillenlinse ist, durch die folgende Formel (1) unter Verwendung des Simulationsbil-
derzeugungsmittels berechnet, und anschließend wird, bezogen auf die Punktkoordinaten (y2, z2) das Simula-
tionsbild mit der Skalierung des reflektierten Augenbilds erzeugt, wobei die Ursprungsinformation Information
bezüglich eines Punktes einfallenden Lichts und/oder eines Punktes ausfallenden Lichts in der Brillenlinse
anzeigt, und die Gradienteninformation die Neigung eines Strahls anzeigt, wenn Licht aus der Brillenlinse in
Richtung der optischen Achse austritt, mit Licht, das auf die Brillenlinse einfällt:
[Formel 1] 

worin (y1’, z1’) aufgeteilt wird in Ursprungsinformation (y1s’, z1s’) des Sphärische-Komponente-Parameters,
berechnet in der Brillenlinse, aufgebaut durch Verwendung einer sphärischen oder torischen Oberfläche bei
einer repräsentativen Krümmung der Vorderfläche und der Rückseitenfläche, und den Ursprungsinformations-
korrekturwert (Δy1’, Δz1’) des Korrekturkomponente-Parameters, verursacht durch Verwendung einer asphä-
rischen Oberfläche, während das Zentrum der Dicke und Prisma auf der Brillenlinse beibehalten wird, und
anschließend separat erhalten wird, wie in der folgenden Formel (2) definiert:
[Formel 2] 

worin ky und kz aufgeteilt werden in die Gradienteninformation ky und kz des Sphärische-Komponente-Para-
meters, berechnet in der Brillenlinse, aufgebaut durch Verwendung einer sphärischen oder torischen Oberfläche
bei einer repräsentativen Krümmung der Vorderoberfläche und der Rückseitenoberfläche, und den Ursprungs-
informationskorrekturwert Δky und Δkz des Korrekturkomponente-Parameters, verursacht durch Verwendung
einer asphärischen Oberfläche, während das Zentrum von Dicke und Prisma auf der Brillenlinse beibehalten
wird, und anschließend separat erhalten wird, wie in der folgenden Formel (3) definiert:
[Formel 3] 

worin Δy1’, Δz1’, Δky und Δkz einen Beispielpunkt (y, z) auf der optischen Oberfläche der Brillenlinse bestimmen,
so erhalten durch die nachfolgende Formel (4), welche eine Spline-Interpolationsfunktion ist:
[Formel 4]
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worin f Δy1’, Δz1’, Δky und Δkz bezeichnet und B die B-Spline-Basisfunktion bezeichnet und C den B-Spline-
Koeffizienten bezeichnet;
Δy1’ und Δz1’ werden in der folgenden Formel (5) definiert:
[Formel 5] 

worin Δky und Δkz in der folgenden Formel (6) definiert sind:
[Formel 6] 

worin (y1’, z1’) die Ursprungsinformation des Sphärische-Komponente-Parameters ist, berechnet in der sphä-
rischen Linse, gebildet durch Verwendung einer sphärischen oder torischen Oberfläche einer repräsentativen
Krümmung der Vorderoberfläche und der Rückseitenoberfläche, während das Zentrum von Dicke und Prisma
der Brillenlinse beibehalten wird;
kys bezeichnet die Gradienteninformation in Y-Achsenrichtung, verursacht durch die sphärische Linse, gebildet
durch die sphärische Oberfläche der repräsentativen Krümmung oder torischen Oberfläche, und kzs bezeichnet
die Gradienteninformation in Z-Achsenrichtung; und
ky bezeichnet die Gradienteninformation in asphärischer Y-Achsenrichtung und kz bezeichnet die Gradienten-
information in asphärischer Z-Achsenrichtung.

5. Simulationssystem zum Tragen einer Brille gemäß Anspruch 4, wobei die Beziehung zwischen dem f und Addition
im Fall einer progressiven Linse durch die folgende Formel (7) definiert wird:
[Formel 7] 

worin f eines aus dem Ursprungsinformationskorrekturwert und dem Gradienteninformationskorrekturwert ist und
A die Addition ist, und f0, f1 und f2 Werte sind, die durch die Methode der kleinsten Quadrate erhalten werden und
durch die folgende Formel (8) definiert sind:
[Formel 8]

worin ρ und θ die Polarkoordinatenexpression in YZ-Ebene sind.
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6. Simulationssystem zum Tragen einer Brille gemäß einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 5, wobei der Sphärische-Komponente-
Parameter Brechkraft, Astigmatismus und Prismenstärke umfasst, und die optische Spur, nachdem das Licht die
Brillenlinse passiert, erhalten wird auf Basis der folgenden Formel (9), und der Sphärische-Komponente-Parameter
ohne die Strahlenspurmethode durch Betrachtung der Spur erhalten wird, und das Simulationsbild erzeugt wird,
wobei die folgende Formel (9) eine genäherte Formel der Wellenoberfläche anzeigt, unmittelbar nachdem eine in
die Ebene einfallende Wellenoberfläche parallel zur YZ-Ebene durch die Brillenlinse tritt, in einem Fall der Festlegung
einer Richtung einer optischen Achse der Brillenlinse als X-Achse, und der Festlegung einer vertikalen Richtung
senkrecht zur X-Achse als Y-Achse und Festlegung einer horizontalen Richtung senkrecht zur X-Achse als Z-Achse:
[Formel 9] 

worin Py und Pz die Y-Achsenkomponente und Z-Achsenkomponente der Gradienteninformation, verursacht durch
Prismenstärke bezeichnen, Dyy die Stärke in Y-Achsenrichtung anzeigt, Dzz die Stärke in Z-Achsenrichtung anzeigt
und Dyz eine Clinoachsenstärkekomponente bezeichnet;
worin Py und Pz durch die folgende Formel (10) definiert sind:
[Formel 10] 

worin P als Prismenstärke festgelegt ist und β als Winkel in Prismabasisrichtung festgelegt ist; worin
Dyy, Dyz und Dzz durch die folgende Formel (11) definiert sind:
[Formel 11]

worin S als sphärische Stärke festgelegt ist, C als Astigmatismus festgelegt ist und α als Astigmatismusachsenwinkel
festgelegt ist;
wobei die Gradienteninformation ky in Y-Achsenrichtung und die Gradienteninformation kz in Z-Achsenrichtung
durch die folgende Formel (12) definiert sind:
[Formel 12]

7. Simulationssystem zum Tragen einer Brille gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei
die Linsenpositionsinformation erhalten wird durch tatsächliches Messen des Abstands zwischen wenigstens einem
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Teil eines Bereichs, der die Augenform des Trägers bildet, und der Augenseitenoberfläche der Brillenlinse.

8. Simulationssystem zum Tragen einer Brille gemäß einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, umfassend:

eine Aufnahmeseitenvorrichtung, bereitgestellt auf einer Simulationsaufnahmeseite, umfassend das Sphäri-
sche-Komponente-Parameter-Berechnungsmittel und das Simulationsbilderzeugungsmittel, und
eine Positionsmessvorrichtung, welche die an das Simulationsbilderzeugungsmittel zu übertragende Linsen-
positionsinformation bestimmt.

9. Simulationsprogramm zur Bereitstellung einer simulierten Erfahrung eines Augenbilds für einen Träger, das beim
Tragen einer Brille beobachtet wird, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass man einen Computer arbeiten lässt als
ein Sphärische-Komponente-Parameter-Berechnungsmittel (72) zum Berechnen eines Sphärischen-Komponente-
Parameters, basierend auf einer sphärischen Oberfläche, ausgewählt aus Parametern, die eine Basis bilden für die
Skalierung des Augenbildes, das beim Tragen der Brillenlinse mit wenigstens einer asphärischen optischen Ober-
fläche beobachtet wird, ein Korrekturkomponente-Parameter-Berechnungsmittel (73) zur Berechnung eines Kor-
rekturkomponente-Parameters, generiert durch Hinzufügen einer Korrektur zu dem Sphärische-Komponente-Pa-
rameter, ein Asphärische-Komponente-Parameter-Berechnungsmittel (74) zur Berechnung eines Asphärische-
Komponente-Parameters, bezogen auf den Sphärische-Komponente-Parameter und den Korrekturkomponente-
Parameter,
ein Simulationsbilderzeugungsmittel zur Erzeugung eines Simulationsbildes, das die Skalierung des Augenbildes
darstellt, das beobachtet wird, wenn die Brillenlinse getragen wird, basierend auf der Linsenpositionsinformation
beim Tragen der Brillenlinse und dem Asphärische-Komponente-Parameter, sowie ein Simulationsbildanzeigemittel
zum Anzeigen des Simulationsbildes, wobei der Sphärische-Komponente-Parameter die Ursprungsinformation
(y1s’(y,z), z1s’(y,z)) und Gradienteninformation (kys(y,z), kzs(y,z)), errechnet durch Strahlverfolgung beinhaltet, wobei
der Asphärische-Komponente-Parameter Ursprungsinformation (y1’(y,z), z1’(y,z)) und Gradienteninformation
(ky(y,z), kz(y,z)) umfasst, die erhalten wird durch Addieren der Ursprungsinformation und Gradienteninformation
des Sphärische-Komponente-Parameters zum entsprechenden Korrekturkomponente-Parameter, und die Linsen-
positionsinformation umfasst Information bezüglich eines Abstands zwischen wenigstens einem Teil eines Bereichs,
welcher die Augenform des Trägers bildet, und der Augenseitenoberfläche der Brillenlinse.

Revendications

1. Système de simulation destiné à procurer à un utilisateur une expérience simulée d’une image de l’oeil observée
lorsqu’il porte un verre de lunettes, caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend :

un moyen de calcul de paramètre de composante sphérique (72) pour calculer un paramètre de composante
sphérique sur la base d’une surface sphérique, choisi parmi des paramètres qui servent de base à la mise à
l’échelle de l’image de l’oeil observée lors du port du verre de lunettes avec au moins une de surfaces optiques
asphérique,
un moyen de calcul de paramètre de composante de correction (73) pour calculer un paramètre de composante
de correction résultant de l’addition d’une correction au paramètre de composante sphérique,
un moyen de calcul de paramètre de composante asphérique (74) pour calculer un paramètre de composante
asphérique sur la base du paramètre de composante sphérique et du paramètre de composante de correction,
un moyen de génération d’image de simulation générant une image de simulation représentant la mise à l’échelle
de l’image de l’oeil observée lors du port du verre de lunettes, sur la base d’une information de position du verre
lors du port du verre de lunettes et du paramètre de composante asphérique, et
un moyen d’affichage d’image de simulation pour afficher l’image de simulation, dans lequel
le paramètre de composante sphérique inclut une information d’origine (y1s’(y,z), z1s’(y,z)) et une information
de gradient (kys(y,z), kzs(y,z)) calculées par tracé de rayon,
le paramètre de composante asphérique inclut une information d’origine (y1’(y,z), z1’(y,z)) et une information
de gradient (ky(y,z), kz(y,z)) qui s’obtient en additionnant l’information d’origine et l’information de gradient du
paramètre de composante sphérique avec le paramètre de composante de correction respectif,
et
l’information de position du verre inclut une information concernant une distance entre au moins une partie
d’une portion formant la forme de l’oeil de l’utilisateur et la surface côté oeil du verre de lunettes.

2. Système de simulation de port de lunettes selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :
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le paramètre de composante de correction inclut une valeur de correction de l’information d’origine et une valeur
de correction de l’information de gradient ;
dans le moyen de calcul de paramètre de composante asphérique, sur la base de l’information d’origine et de
l’information de gradient, ainsi que de la valeur de correction de l’information d’origine et de la valeur de correction
de l’information de gradient, l’information d’origine après correction et l’information de gradient après correction
sont calculées en tant que paramètre de composante asphérique.

3. Système de simulation de port de lunettes selon la revendication 2, comprenant :

la détermination de points d’échantillonnage sur une surface optique du verre de lunettes, puis le calcul de la
valeur de correction de l’information d’origine et de la valeur de correction de l’information de gradient sur les
points d’échantillonnage à l’aide d’une méthode de tracé de rayon,
le calcul d’un coefficient d’interpolation spline à l’aide de la valeur de correction de l’information d’origine et de
la valeur de correction de l’information de gradient sur les points d’échantillonnage, et
le calcul d’une valeur de correction de l’information d’origine et d’une valeur de correction de l’information de
gradient sur un point quelconque à l’aide du coefficient d’interpolation spline.

4. Système de simulation de port de lunettes selon les revendications 2 ou 3, dans lequel :

lorsqu’une direction d’axe optique du verre de lunettes est définie comme étant l’axe X, une direction verticale
qui est perpendiculaire à l’axe X est définie comme étant l’axe Y, et une direction horizontale qui est perpendi-
culaire à l’axe X est définie comme étant l’axe Z, dans le cas où un point d’échantillonnage A(y,z) est défini
avec la lumière faisant incidence sur la surface optique du verre de lunette, un point C de coordonnées (y2,z2)
sur le visage de l’utilisateur avec la lumière arrivée, vu selon un plan vertical par rapport à la direction d’axe
optique avec la lumière faisant incidence sur le verre de lunettes, est calculé à l’aide de la formule (1) ci-après
en utilisant le moyen de génération d’image de simulation, et ensuite, sur la base des coordonnées de point
(y2,z2), une image de simulation avec la mise à l’échelle de l’image de l’oeil réfléchie est générée, dans lequel
l’information d’origine représente une information par rapport à un point d’incidence et/ou un point de sortie de
la lumière dans le verre de lunettes, et l’information de gradient représente une inclinaison de rayon lorsque la
lumière sort du verre de lunettes dans une direction d’axe optique avec la lumière faisant incidence sur le verre
de lunettes :
[Formule 1] 

dans lequel (y1’,z1’) est séparé en une information d’origine (y1s’,z1s’) du paramètre de composante sphérique
calculé dans le verre sphérique constitué en utilisant une surface sphérique ou torique à une courbure repré-
sentative de la surface avant et de la surface arrière, et une valeur de correction de l’information d’origine (Δy1’,
Δz1’) du paramètre de composante de correction résultant de l’utilisation d’une surface asphérique, pendant
qu’un centre d’épaisseur et de prisme sur le verre de lunettes est maintenu, puis obtenu séparément comme
défini dans la formule (2) suivante :
[Formule 2] 

dans lequel ky et kz sont séparés en une information de gradient ky et kz du paramètre de composante sphérique
calculé dans le verre sphérique constitué en utilisant une surface sphérique ou torique à une courbure repré-
sentative de la surface avant et de la surface arrière, et une valeur de correction de l’information Δky et Δkz du
paramètre de composante de correction résultant de l’utilisation d’une surface asphérique, pendant qu’un centre
d’épaisseur et de prisme sur le verre de lunettes est maintenu, puis obtenu séparément comme défini dans la
formule (3) suivante :
[Formule 3] 
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dans lequel Δy1’, Δz1’, Δky et Δkz déterminent un point d’échantillonnage (y,z) sur la surface optique du verre
de lunettes, ainsi obtenu par la formule suivante (4) qui est une fonction d’interpolation spline :
[Formule 4] 

dans lequel f représente Δy1’, Δz1’, Δky et Δkz, et B représente une fonction de base B-spline et C représente
un coefficient B-spline ;
Δy1’ et Δz1’ sont définis dans la formule (5) suivante :
[Formule 5] 

dans lequel Δky et Δkz sont définis dans la formule (6) suivante :
[Formule 6] 

dans lequel (y1’,z1’) est l’information d’origine du paramètre de composante sphérique calculé dans le verre
sphérique constitué en utilisant une surface sphérique ou torique à une courbure représentative de la surface
avant et de la surface arrière, pendant qu’un centre d’épaisseur et de prisme sur le verre de lunettes est maintenu ;
kys représente l’information de gradient dans la direction de l’axe X résultant du verre sphérique constitué par
la surface sphérique avec la courbure représentative ou la surface torique, et kzs représente l’information de
gradient dans la direction de l’axe Z ; et
ky représente l’information de gradient dans la direction de l’axe Y asphérique, et kz représente l’information
de gradient dans la direction de l’axe Z asphérique.

5. Système de simulation de port de lunettes selon la revendication 4, dans lequel une relation entre f et l’addition
dans le cas d’un verre progressif est définie par la formule (7) suivante :
[Formule 7] 

dans lequel f est l’une quelconque de la valeur de correction de l’information d’origine et de la valeur de correction
de l’information de gradient, et A est une addition et f0, f1 et f2 sont des valeurs obtenues par la méthode des
moindres carrés et sont définies par la formule (8) suivante :
[Formule 8]
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dans lequel ρ et θ sont une expression de coordonnées polaires sur un plan YZ.

6. Système de simulation de port de lunettes selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2 à 5, dans lequel ; le paramètre
de composante sphérique inclut une puissance sphérique, un astigmatisme et une puissance prismatique, et une
trace optique une fois que la lumière est passée par le verre le lunettes s’obtient à partir de la formule (9) suivante,
et le paramètre de composante sphérique s’obtient sans la méthode du tracé de rayon, en tenant compte de la
trace, et l’image de simulation est générée,
dans lequel la formule (9) suivante représente une formule approchée d’une surface d’onde immédiatement après
le passage d’une surface d’onde incidente plane parallèle au plan YZ à travers le verre de lunettes, dans le cas où
une direction d’axe optique du verre de lunettes est définie comme étant l’axe X, une direction verticale perpendi-
culaire à l’axe X est définie comme étant l’axe Y et une direction horizontale perpendiculaire à l’axe X est définie
comme étant l’axe Z :
[Formule 9] 

dans lequel Py et Pz représentent une composante d’axe Y et une composante d’axe Z de l’information de gradient
résultant de la puissance prismatique, Dyy représente la puissance dans la direction de l’axe Y, Dzz représente la
puissance dans la direction de l’axe Z, et Dyz représente une composante de puissance d’axe latéral incliné ;
dans lequel Py et Pz sont définis par la formule (10) suivante :
[Formule 10] 

dans lequel P est défini comme étant la puissance prismatique et β est défini comme représentant des angles dans
une direction de base de prisme ; dans lequel
Dyy, Dyz et Dzz sont définis par la formule (11) suivante :
[Formule 11] 

dans lequel S est défini comme étant la puissance sphérique, C est défini comme étant l’astigmatisme et α est défini
comme étant les angles de l’axe d’astigmatisme ;
dans lequel l’information de gradient ky dans la direction de l’axe Y et l’information de gradient kz dans la direction
de l’axe Z sont définies par la formule (12) suivante :
[Formule 12] 

7. Système de simulation de port de lunettes selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel
l’information de position du verre s’obtient en mesurant effectivement la distance entre au moins une partie d’une
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portion formant la forme de l’oeil de l’utilisateur et la surface côté oeil du verre de lunettes.

8. Système de simulation de port de lunettes selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 7, comprenant :

un dispositif côté réception prévu sur un côté réception de la simulation, incluant le moyen de calcul du paramètre
de composante sphérique et le moyen de génération d’image de simulation, et
un dispositif de mesure de position mesurant l’information de position du verre destinée à être transmise au
moyen de génération d’image de simulation.

9. Programme de simulation destiné à procurer à un utilisateur une expérience simulée d’une image de l’oeil observée
lorsqu’il porte des lunettes, caractérisé en ce qu’il consiste à faire fonctionner un ordinateur comme un moyen de
calcul de paramètre de composante sphérique (72) pour calculer un paramètre de composante sphérique sur la
base d’une surface sphérique, choisi parmi des paramètres qui servent de base à la mise à l’échelle de l’image de
l’oeil observée lors du port du verre de lunettes avec au moins une de surfaces optiques asphérique,
un moyen de calcul de paramètre de composante de correction (73) pour calculer un paramètre de composante de
correction résultant de l’addition d’une correction au paramètre de composante sphérique,
un moyen de calcul de paramètre de composante asphérique (74) pour calculer un paramètre de composante
asphérique sur la base du paramètre de composante sphérique et du paramètre de composante de correction,
un moyen de génération d’image de simulation générant une image de simulation représentant la mise à l’échelle
de l’image de l’oeil observée lors du port du verre de lunettes, sur la base d’une information de position du verre
lors du port du verre de lunettes et du paramètre de composante asphérique, et
un moyen d’affichage d’image de simulation pour afficher l’image de simulation, dans lequel
le paramètre de composante sphérique inclut une information d’origine (y1s’(y,z), z1s’(y,z)) et une information de
gradient (kys(y,z), kzs(y,z)) calculées par tracé de rayon,
le paramètre de composante asphérique inclut une information d’origine (y1’(y,z), z1’(y,z)) et une information de
gradient (ky(y,z), kz(y,z)) qui s’obtient en additionnant l’information d’origine et l’information de gradient du paramètre
de composante sphérique avec le paramètre de composante de correction respectif,
et
l’information de position du verre inclut une information concernant une distance entre au moins une partie d’une
portion formant la forme de l’oeil de l’utilisateur et la surface côté oeil du verre de lunettes.
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